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Slow sales plague Bengal Ball 
by Kavin Taylor 
staff writer 
Out of a total 15,000 tickets available for 
Bengal Ball '82, 1777 had been sold as of 
Tuesday. According to Paul Schmitt of the 
CDCC, a majority of the tickets must be' 
sold by 5 p.m. Monday, April. 19, in order 
to make Bengal Ball feasible. 
"We need to sell 7500 tickets by 
Monday," said Schmitt. However, if that 
number is not reached by Monday, it will 
not mean that Bengal Ball is cancelled. If it 
looks like there is a demand for the tickets, 
ticket sales will continue through the end of 
the week. 
"What we are looking for is a guarantee 
that we are going to sell at least 7500 
tickets," said Schmitt. 
As of now, there are no plans to cancel 
Bengal Ball, according to Schmitt. He said 
he feels that CDCC will sell the tickets 
needed to break even, especially once the 
students hear all the facts. 
"The students need to know that we 
haven't sold out of tickets; they can bring in 
coolers; they can sit in the stands or on the 
field. It will be just like last year." 
However, there are problems concerning 
Bengal Ball. Pure Prairie League will not 
appear as scheduled; and as of yet, there is 
no replacement. If a replacement is found, 
it will probably be a southern rock group, 
Schmitt said. 
Pure Prairie League reportedly broke up 
some time last week, leaving Bengal Ball 
with two acts, The Marshall Tucker Band 
and Papa John Creach. 
Schmitt blames the poor response to 
Bengal Ball on bad timing. He said the 
Let there be light 
photo by Mark Bdilev 
Paul Dooley works on one of the two spotlights that were installed this week at 
the commuter lot behind the library. Last month a coed was raped on a dark bank 
beside this parking lot. 
At the Commission on Student Affairs meeting on Wednesday, Dean Walter Cox 
said that some commuter lots will be lit but that high costs make it impossible to light 
every lot. 
move to the stadium was announced 
prematurely, which added to the concern of 
the students. He said the students needed 
"to overcome their fear of the stadium." 
If Bengal Ball is cancelled, CDCC stands 
to loose a good deal of money, according to 
Schmitt. Though CDCC's purpose is not to 
make money, it tries to balance losses from 
some projects with profits from others. 
In the event of a cancellation, ticket- 
holders will be able to return their tickets 
for a full $10 refund. In the case of a rain 
cancellation, a $9 refund will be given; the 
other dollar to be used to help defray costs. 
According to Schmitt, CDCC must sell 
around 7500 tickets to make the show possi- 
ble. Although CDCC would lose money 
with sales of 7500 tickets, the loss would be 
less than the loss if Bengal Bill were cancelled 
earlier. Paul Schmitt photo by Brian Becknell 
Meal prices increase 
by Van Mattison 
staff writer 
Meal plan prices will increase about 10 
percent next fall, according to. John 
Newton, director of auxiliary services. 
Newton said that the five-day meal plan 
will cost $400 per semester and the seven- 
day plan will cost $465 per semester. Pres- 
ently, the plans cost $365 and $425 per 
semester, respectively. The five-day plan is 
increasing just over 12 percent in price and 
the seven-day plan is increasing just over 
nine percent. 
Inflation is the main reason for the in- 
crease, Newton said. The new rates are based 
partly on an expected inflation rate of eight 
percent, a utilities increase of 22 percent 
and a repairs cost increase of 10 percent. 
Newton said that part of the increase 
would be used to increase the quality of the 
food and service.. 
. "I hope we'll be able to keep upgrading 
the entrees and that the price increase can 
be used for improvements and not just in- 
flation," Newton said. 
ARA-Slater Food Service and the univer- 
sity jointly operate the dining halls on cam- 
pus. ARA is responsible for the meals 
themselves while the university owns the 
equipment and the building. 
Newton said that the arrangement be- 
tween ARA and the university is a five-year 
contract which lasts through May 1985. He 
said that either party may cancel the con- 
tract on 90-days' notice. 
Under the arrangement, the university 
sets the meal plan cost based on ARA's 
meal prices and the university's costs for the 
buildings, upkeep and improvements. State 
law mandates that the meal program must 
be self-supporting. 
Some of the improvements which have 
been made in recent years, according to 
Newton, are the soft drink machines, the 
deli lines and the salad bars. He indicated 
that he would like to make further im- 
provements next year. 
Despite the price increase, Newton said 
that Clemson still has one of the cheapest 
meal plans in the area. He cited Georgia, 
Furman and the University of South 
Carolina as schools with more expensive 
meal programs. 
Periodical cut planned 
by Karen Reynolds 
staff writer 
Approximately 600 periodicals will be cut _ 
from    the    library    if   it    does    not 
receive  a  budget  increase,   according to 
Joseph Boykin, director of the library. 
"We don't have enough money" is the 
main problem, according to Boykin. 
Presently the library spends about 80 per- 
cent of its budget on periodicals, the other 
20 percent on books. Inflation causes the 
price of periodicals to rise about $95,000 
each year, Boykin said. To maintain the 
same number (6635) of periodicals next year 
without a budget increase, the library 
would have to reduce the number of books 
purchased from 8400 to 3065, which it can- 
not do, said Boykin. 
"It's like if the rent on your house goes 
up and your income does not, you will have 
less money to spend on food," Boykin said. 
To alleviate the problem, the library staff 
compiled a list of about 600 periodical titles 
for possible cancellation. The list was cir- 
culated to the department library represen- 
tatives and deans of the various colleges for 
them and their faculty to look over and 
rank the periodicals in order of importance. 
Boykin said this way if it is only necessary 
to cut part of the list, the library will have 
some input as to the importance of keeping 
certain magazines. Also, if there is a 
publication that a professor feels is neces- 
sary, he can show the need for it and it will 
either be removed from the list or swapped 
for another title that is not on the list. 
The formula for determining which pub- 
lications were put on the list is based on 
how much the periodical was used, the cost 
of the periodical and how well the periodi- 
cal is indexed. 
The list of the suggested titles for 
cancellation is on file at the reference desk 
in the library. Anyone who wishes to ex- 
press an opinion concerning the list may do 
so by writing to Boykin. 
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New schedules debut 
by Jennifer Lloyd 
staff writer 
Schedule coordinator David Fleming said 
that the new class schedule system has not 
caused any major problems in the pre- 
registration process. 
"It's been quiet; the telephone hasn't 
rung more than normal for preregistration 
time," Fleming said. "We normally expect 
15 calls an hour, and that's just about what 
we've been getting." 
Many of the calls concern errors in the 
schedule book. "Students and faculty have 
been calling to report typos," Fleming said. 
Errors that are caught now can be changed 
on the computer before schedules are made 
up. "We've only had 15 to 20 typos 
reported," Fleming said. 
Changing to the new schedule has not 
been a problem, according to Fleming. 
"We took the old pattern and assigned new 
times. Some fine-tuning was needed to keep 
the conflicts at an absolute minimum," he 
said. Fleming said also the major problem 
in the change has been accommodating 
afternoon labs. 
Fleming said that although 70 percent of 
the schedule book was changed, there were 
less than one percent errors. 
After students return their preregistra- 
tion forms, the schedule office will begin 
reviewing the requests for errors or prob- 
lems. 
Each schedule will also be checked for a 
balanced course load, a reasonable lunch 
hour and a balanced faculty load. 
Under the old scheduling system 98 per- 
cent of the students got all the courses they 
requested, according to Fleming. He added 
that 90 percent of the students receive the 
exact schedule they request. 
Fleming said he expects the same success 
with the new scheduling system. 
Student Senate approves budget 
Student Senate approved the recom- 
mended club budgets for 1982-83 without 
changes on Monday night. 
Before the budgets were approved, it was 
moved and defeated that the Society of 
Engineering Technologists receive $125 
more for travel expenses. 
It was also moved that the Frisbee Club 
not receive any money for travel because of 
the possible drug connotations of their 
t-shirts. The shirts depict a skeleton being 
hit by a lightning bolt, holding a cigarette in 
its hand. The motion was debated and de- 
feated, 20,to 18. 
In other business, the athletic affairs 
committee further discussed the creation of 
two separate varsity cheerleading squads, 
one for football and one for basketball. It 
was proposed that this year, the varsity 
basketball squad be elected in September. 
In coming years, both squads would be 
elected at the same time in the spring. The 
girls with the highest scores would choose 
which squad they wanted to be on. When 
one squad was filled, the girls left would be 
put on the unfilled squad. 
The university housing committee 
brought out legislation stating the rooms in 
the fraternity quadrangle not filled in the 
fall by fraternity members be designated 
temporary housing. This would allow stu- 
dents who pledged fraternities in the fall to 
move into the fraternity quadrangle in the 
spring. The legislation was sent back to 
committee for further consideration. 
Who nose? 
photo by Mike Murray 
INSIDE 
Football? Already? 
Sophomore quarterback 
Anthony Parete drops 
back to pass and looks five 
months upfield as the foot- 
ball team prepares to 
defend the national cham- 
pionship. Look at page 20 
for a spring view of the 
fall sport. 
Kidding with books 
Local author, Bets^ 
Byars, has written several 
children's books. Two of 
them are award-winning. 
For her views on writing, 
see page 11. 
It might be a dog's life being large, white and four-legged, but Shamr never was 
surcharged, never had his schedule changed and never had his budget cut. Lucky dog. 
Replacement named for admissions dean 
Campus Bulletin, page 4. 
Letters, page 13. 
Trailing the tiger, page 24. 
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by Richard McLaurin 
staff writer 
Bobby J. Skelton, horticulture professor, will replace 
Kenneth Vickery as assistant vice president for student af- 
fairs and dean of admissions and registration. Vickery will 
retire on June 30, and Skelton will officially take office. 
Vickery will be working with Skelton until then, familiariz- 
ing him with office procedures. 
"Dean Vickery is an experienced man. It is an honor to 
take over his position, and I am looking forward to word- 
ing with him," said Skelton. 
At his new position, Skelton will take on many respon- 
sibilities and duties. He will be responsible to the vice presi- 
dent of student affairs for the recruitment, academic place- 
ment and selection of freshman and transfer students and 
for the maintenance of records for all students enrolled at 
Clemson. He must conduct research for the budgeting and 
planning of enrollment projections, space analysis, 
building needs, and the eficiency of admissions procedures. 
Skelton will also be responsible for the editing and 
publishing of the "Clemson University Record," the 
university's general catalog, and for the bulletin for pros- 
pective students, "Clemson Today." In addition, he must 
administer scholarships, loans and employment oppor- 
tunities offered by the university. 
The office must administer academic standards for the 
eligibility of continuing students at Clemson, as well as 
keeping the athletic department advised on the eligibility of 
continuing students at Clemson, as well as keeping the 
athletic department advised on the eligibility of athletes. 
As a schedule officer and chairman of the university's 
schedule committee, Skelton must schedule all academic 
classrooms and laboratories. His office must also publish 
the booklet of course offerings and must prepare student 
schedules every semester. 
Skelton feels that 20 years of teaching experience will 
help him in his new job. He also said that he is looking for- 
ward to working with the students and faculty of Clemson. 
Students charged in assault cases 
by C. Blair Palese 
assistant news editor 
University police are investigating two unrelated 
assaults which occurred last week. Both cases involved 
students and arrests have been made in each. 
In the first case, on April 9, a couple allegedly was ap- 
proached and assaulted by two males with a baseball bat. 
The couple was walking along Morrison Road near the 
drive to Calhoun Courts when the vehicle of Christopher 
Sweatt, a freshman in financial management from 
Bennettsville, and Scott Michael Endsley, a freshman in 
administrative management from Delaware, Ohio, ap- 
proached. 
According to one of the victims an argument occurred, 
between the car's occupants and the pedestrians, and the 
alleged assault resulted. 
Investigator Thea McCrary said the female was injured 
with the bat and was taken to Redfern and treated over- 
night. Her male companion was apparently not injured 
seriously, but he was also taken to Redfern to be examined. 
The alleged assailants were both charged with assault and 
battery of a high and aggravated nature. 
A second case under investigation by police is the 
reported beating of a female student on April 7 in Byrnes 
Hall by her boyfriend. Brendon A. Crite, a junior from 
Brevard, N.C., majoring in industrial education, is pres- 
ently being charged with two counts of simple assault. 
According to McCrary, the disturbance was reported 
by a fellow student, but Crite had fled by the time the police 
arrived. Several students witnessed the alleged beating and 
Crite was charged the next day. The reason for the attack 
was a "lover's quarrel,". McCary said. 
Despite recent rumors of another possible rape on 
campus, police chief J. C. Brummitt and McCrary said no 
rapes were reported this week. "There are going to be a lot 
of rumors right now," McCrary said, "because of the re- 
cent rape report." 
McCary also said the number of suspicious persons 
reported recently could be attributed to the rumors. 
Brummitt mentioned one report of an argument between a 
couple beside Lee Hall on Sunday night that he believes 
may also have been the cause of some of the»recent rumors. 
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Room assignments for next fall completed 
by Cindy Powell 
editor in chief 
Room assignments for the fall semester 
have been completed and will be mailed to 
students Tuesday, according to housing 
director Almeda Boettner. This year 5168 
continuing students applied for university 
housing. 
Clemson House was the most popular of 
the dorms requested, with the 270 available 
beds to be taken by 32 men and 238 women. 
"Clemson House is more popular this 
year than it ever was in the past, though I'm 
not sure if the reason is because it's going 
co-ed or because of the dining room," 
Boettner said. "In the past at least 100 in- 
coming freshmen were put there every year 
but this year it's totally full." 
Boettner attributed the one-sided ratio of 
men to women in Clemson House to the 
fact that the students presently living there 
have priority for rooms next year. 
Calhoun Courts, and Cope, Lever and 
Young Halls are also filled, Boettner said. 
More than 600 students applied for the 512 
beds in Calhoun Courts, with 256 women 
and 256 men receiving space. Priority went 
to those who are presently living there and 
who signed-up with three other roommates. 
Only rising juniors and seniors were given 
rooms in Cope and, with a few exceptions, 
the same was true in Lever, Boettner said. 
However, all women who requested Young 
Hall as a first, second or third choice received 
a room there. 
Housing problem 
Finding housing for all incoming 
freshmen will again be a problem this year, 
Boettner said. 
"Figures for incoming freshmen are 
high, and we're going to be crowded next 
fall," she said. "We'll have to use all the 
temporary housing we have, and we may 
have to seek bids for more housing as well. 
We're considering all possibilities as to 
where to get available rooms, whether it be 
on campus or off." 
Present temporary housing includes 
rooms in Fike Field House, converted study 
and utility rooms, and Village Green Apart- 
ments. However, the university loses its 
two-year lease on the apartments in July. 
No refund 
On April 5 the student senate passed a 
resolution suggesting that a $25 refund be 
given to each Calhoun Court resident to 
compensate for the lack of a finished Com- 
mons Building. Boettner said that the re- 
fund is not feasible. 
"We regret that the entire complex was 
not finished on time, but we don't work 
that way," Boettner said. "We anticipate 
our rental dollars and that goes into an 
operational budget which we must have. 
The university is paying $17,000 a bed in 
Calhoun Courts, so we don't have extra 
money by any means." 
Commission discusses commuter lot lighting 
The Commission on Student Affairs 
discussed lighting in commuter parking 
lots, the crowding of racquetball courts and 
the cutting of the fencing and field hockey 
teams from intercollegiate standing at its 
Wednesday meeting. 
Walter T. Cox, vice president of student 
affairs, said that graduate students are 
often in late labs, and then have to walk 
through dark commuter lots to get to their 
cars. Cox said that lights are presently being 
installed in the commuter lot behind the 
library, but the cost would be too large to 
install lights in all of the commuter lots. 
However, Cox said, next year there will 
be better enforcement of the policy pro- 
hibiting resident student parking in faculty 
and staff areas until 9 p.m. on weekdays. 
Commuters will be allowed to use these 
spaces after 5 p.m. 
Joy Smith, associate dean of student life, 
presented the student life subcommittee's 
report on crowded conditions at Fike dur- 
ing  the  noon  hour.   The   subcommittee 
disagreed with the athletic advisory board's 
proposal that only faculty and staff be 
allowed to use the racquetball courts during 
the noon hour. 
Cox announced that he and President 
Bill L. Atchley conferred, and decided that 
the costs were too high to keep either field 
hockey or fencing as intercollegiate sports.1 
Both will be reduced to club sports, Cox 
said. However, those members who have 
scholarships will continue to receive them 
for one year. 
PROFESSIONAL 
RESUMES CREATED. 
HAVE YOU MISSED OUT ON 
JOBS BECAUSE OF YOUR 
RESUME? A PROFESSIONALLY 
WRITTEN RESUME MAKES 
THE DIFFERENCE. CALL 
NOW FOR FREE CONSULTA- 
TION WITHOUT OBLIGATION. 
654-3175    ART ASSOCIATES 
Color Film 
12 E 79 xposure 
20EXP.3.99 24EXP.4.79 
36 EXP. 5.99 
Kodacolor        Gaf       Fuji 
(Foreign film not included) 
EXPIRES MAY 31, 1982 
Present Coupon When Film Is Turned In 
Pk'n Pay Shoes© 
Our best selling Cuga  jogger 
for the family. 
Genuine suede and 
nylon athletic casuals. 
Three popular styles. 
Men's reg. $17.97 
Women's & big boys' 
reg. $16.97 
Children's reg. $13.97 
Nylon athletic bags. Assorted 
colors. Reg. $5.97... $4.50 
123 Bypass • Clemson 
Sale prices good thru Sunday. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and Sunday 1-6 pm. 
SPECIAL - ORDER NOW 
BEAUTIFUL CLEMSON COLOR SWEETHEART ROSE 
ARRANGED $19.50 A DOZEN 
JUST RIGHT FOR YOUR SECRETARY FOR 
NATIONAL SECRETARY WEEK 
APRIL 19-23 
LE FLEUR FLOWER & GIFT SHOP 
GREENVILLE, SOUTH CAROLINA 
CALL 235-4216 
WE WILL DELIVER TO CLEMSON 
HOME OF THE NATIONAL CHAMPS 
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CAMPUS BULLETIN 
ANNOUNCEMENTS 
The university parking fine system will be 
changed beginning fall semester. Towing charge 
will be increased to $30, improper parking in a 
handicap space will be $50, and the graduated 
fine system will change to $2 for the first ticket, 
$5 for the second, $10 for the third, $15 for the 
fourth and $25 for any others. 
TAPS will hold a general staff meeting Sunday 
at 7:30 p.m. Writers are especially needed. 
On Sunday, April 18, from 1:30 to 5 p.m., the 
Pre-Vet Club is having an animal wash. The 
wash will take place in the Newman Hall parking 
lot. Cost is $2.50 for animals under 25 inches and 
$3.50 for taller animals to be washed, dipped for 
ticks and fleas, and dried. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Lost: a pair of white and blue Nike running 
shoes on Tuesday, March 30, at softball field 
No. 3. If found call Rob at 654-1957 for reward. 
For sale: Terry Sundancer slalom, three years 
old, excellent condition, best offer. Terry 
Competition slalom, 67 inch, good price. Call 
Susan at 7877. 
Electric bass guitar and hard shell case, $75. 
The case is probably worth that, in very good 
condition, 654-4811. 
Disney World interviews for summer and fall 
'82. Academic credit given. Presentation on 
April 22 at 7 p.m. in 315 Daniel Hall. Contact 
R. Howell, 2060, for more information. 
Two female roommates needed this summer to 
share two-bedroom apartment. Easy walking dis- 
tance to campus. Call 654-7554 for information. 
Quiet senior coed needs an off-campus place 
to live next year. If looking for off-campus 
roommate or renting out an apartment, or both, 
please call Sha at 7879 or 2150. 
Six-room house for rent, close to Ingles, ideal 
for students looking for quiet place to study, 
$225 a month plus utilities. Also, two-bedroom 
mobile home, $150 a month plus utilities, 
available for summer and/or fall. Lease and 
references, no pets, 654-1505. 
For rent: apartment for summer, May 1 
through August 15. Two-minute walk to cam- 
pus, two bedrooms. Large kitchen, air con- 
ditioning, call Jim or George at 654-7979. 
Exciting summer jobs for male and female 
students or faculty as counselor and instructors 
in tennis, water ski, kayak, canoe, scuba, riflery, 
rock climb, crafts, etc. Includes good salary, 
food, lodging and a fun, rewarding experience. 
Reply immediately to The Summit Camps, 
Box 100, Cedar Mountain, NC 28718, or call Ben 
M. Cart, director (704) 885-2938. 
$50 reward for return of Canon E.F. 35mm 
camera (black body). Stolen at Kappa Kappa 
Gamma's New Year's Eve party, 654-1840. 
1977 Yamaha 360 cc, 4700 miles, excellent 
condition, $725, 639-4529. 
Lost: calculator HP-67, reward $100. No ques- 
tions asked, can identify by serial number, call 
654-2829 and ask for Duane. 
Roommate wanted to share rent ($300 per 
month) and utilities on beautiful country home 
seven miles from-campus. Spacious house has 
fireplace, hardwood floors and French glass win- 
dows. Ail furnished except second bedroom. Call 
David at 261-6796 mornings and all day Thurs- 
day, Friday and Saturday, or 224-4321 other 
times. 
1975 Yamaha 650, good condition, best offer 
over $800, call 639-6092 after 5 p.m. 
Wanted: female graduate student or commuter 
to stay in my home with child from 10 p.m. to 
8:30 a.m., Sunday through Friday beginning 
April 26. Position includes room and salary. Call 
654-2956 after 6 p.m. 
Quiet, non-smoking, serious student wanted to 
share apartment, two bedrooms, five minutes to 
campus (walking). Call Joel or leave message at 
654-4811. 
For sale: Minolta SRT 101 with new 50 mm 
lens, $125. Call Wally at 2061 or 882-1898 
evenings. 
Spalding Intimidator Tennis racquet, boron 
composite, leather grip. $95 value unstrung. 
Never used. Best offer, call 8579. 
PERSONALS 
Congratulations Angels—Major Dad. 
From the beach: Thanks Pam and Cindy—Jim 
Morrison never had it so good. You won't even 
have to see a doctor. But Cindy what was that 
brown stuff in the closet? Love, Larry and Doug. 
Dear N.N., Happy Anniversary—April 15 or 
16? Whatever. I Love You. B.B. 
Gregg—remember that Long Distance is the 
next best thing to being there. Wink. 
Happy Birthday Cori and Catherine! Love, 
your roomies. 
Marcus, congratulations on being the best 
sailor in saisa. Stretch. 
? 
Head Hunters 
■HMRSTYLISTS — 
BlOW CUtS 
Body waves 
654-2599 Clemson 
(Across from Post Office) 
Student prices 
WOMEN       s8 
MEN $7 
BLOWN DRY EXTRA 
SOUTH CAROLINA SCHOOL 
OF BARTENDING 
TO APPLY WRITE: 
P.O. BOX 1304 
CLEMSON, S.C. 
CALL (803) 654-4209 
COURSES IN BARTENDING & 
BAR MANAGEMENT 
APPROVED BY THE 
SOUTH CAROLINA STATE 
BOARD OF EDUCATION 
I   WHY PAY MORE? 
I 
1 
i 
i 
CLEMSON 
NATIONAL CHAMP 
FOOTBALL 
HELMET 
PIN, NECKLACE 
OR KEYRING 
SALE 
*1.00 
i |     JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mil 
Greenville, S.C. 
Ave. 
WMWMMSMf/^^mVmmmM^i 
I   WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
MUSICAL 
TIGER RAG 
WATCH 
|      •  5 FUNCTION 
REG. $44.50 
SPECIAL 
| $34.50 
| STAINLESS 
|     JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
j§  400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave. 
:|:ft Greenville, S.C. 
WHY PAY MORE? 
NATIONAL CHAMP 
FOOTBALL 
FIELD 
KEY RING 
SALE 
ONLY 
$1.00* 
i 
1 
:•:•:■ 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE   | 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave.if. 
Greenville, S.C. •:$• 
WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
ORANGE 
ENAMELED 
PAW 
PIN 
SALE 
$1.00 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave 
Greenville, S.C. 
I 
I 
WHY PAY MORE, SHOP THE JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
|    WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
MUSICAL 
KEY RINGS 
REG. $9.95 
SALE 
$6.95 
PLAYS THE 
"TIGER RAG" 
|     JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
|§  400 Mill Centre •  400 Mill \\~e. 
SS Greens ille  S.C 
WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
PAW 
RECORD 
PAW SHAPED 
ORANGE COLORED 
SUPER SONGS 
$9.95 
>S 
W 
I 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave. 
Greenville, S.C. 
WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
LICENSE 
TAGS 
• METAL 
• 3-COLOR 
SALE 
ONLY 
96« 
LIMIT 3 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave. 
Greenville, S.C. - 
WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
STADIUM 
CUSHION 
SALE 
REG. 
$2.49 
SALE 
$2.00 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave. 
Greenville, S.C. 
ss % 
•%< 1 
® 1 
i 1 
WHY PAY MORE? 
CLEMSON 
MUSICAL 
DIGITAL 
CLOCK 
PEN 
REG. $29.95 
SALE $22.15 
PLAYS 
THE 
"TIGER RAG" 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre • 400 Mill Ave. 
Greenville, S.C. 
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Football team dominates the year's news 
by Keith Mattison 
associate editor 
The beginning of the Thurmond Center, 
the budget problems and the new class 
schedule were some of the important events 
of the 1981-82 year, but the football team's 
accomplishments made the biggest news. 
The football team was undefeated and 
named the national champion. The first 
games were full of mistakes and a lack of 
offense, and many fans were unimpressed. 
The team improved as the season progressed 
and people began to recognize that its 
perfect record was not a fluke. By the end 
of the season, the Tigers had become a 
great team that deserved recognition as a 
national power. 
Many people still do not realize the 
significance of being number one. The 
general attitude toward the championship is 
not much different than the reaction to 
beating South Carolina in other years. Na- 
tional media attention given to Clemson is 
still a surprise, and the team is seen as an 
underdog that has to keep proving itself. 
Clemson University is now a household 
name around the country, something the 
public relations department could never 
have done. The name recognition will 
benefit researchers, fund raisers and 
students seeking jobs outside the immediate 
region. 
Haunting the football team's success was 
the NCAA recruiting investigation. Al- 
though it was not made official until late 
March, the case was as well known as the 
team, and ABC Sports angered fans with a 
report about it during half-time of the Pitt- 
Penn State game. The report was truthful, 
but it presented old news as an investigative 
report and the timing seemed to some to be 
an attempt to keep Clemson from being 
number one. 
In October, Strom Thurmond, the state's 
senior senator, donated his papers to the 
university and a complex of buildings named 
after him was planned. The complex, due to 
be completed in 1986, will be located 
behind the library. 
Budget problems, brought on by national 
and state cuts, caused the university to sur- 
charge each student $50 in March. It was 
the first time students were charged more 
money after the semester started and many 
people questioned the legality of the act. 
Now that the precedence has been set, there 
is little, except the university's word, to 
stop a surcharge from happening again. 
The budget cuts hurt all departments, 
and the educational radio station, WEPR, 
was closed down. In recent weeks, the fenc- 
ing and field hockey teams were also axed. 
The present class schedule system will be 
replaced next year despite opposition from 
student leaders and the majority of 
students. The change makes Tuesday and 
Thursday classes 75 minutes long. 
The reason for the change was the success 
of the new system at well-known schools 
across the country, most of them twice as 
large as Clemson. Students feel it solves no 
problems, is more confusing and restricts 
their freedom when choosing classes. 
The administration admitted the student 
government was opposed to the change, but 
thought that most students did not care. 
This showed that administration has little 
faith in student government's representa- 
tion. It also showed it was out of touch with 
photo by Michael L Puldy 
Becky Dalton and the mascot salute the 
number-one team at the Orange Bowl. 
the students since a Tiger poll showed that 
over 80 percent of them were against it. 
The student senate made more news with 
its arguments with other students than with 
its legislation. Its major accomplishment 
was the new academic regulations, but this 
was passed after denying the student body a 
voice in the matter. It also tried to curb the 
powers of the four media and senate presi- 
dent Reid Tribble blamed The Tiger's cov- 
erage for many problems. 
Senate's best known action was Wade 
Warr's accusation of satanism in the Soci- 
ety of Creative Anachronism, a medieval 
history club. Warr's case consisted of un- 
substantiated accusations and unrelated 
photographs. The SCA lost its bid to be 
recognized, but the real loser was senate 
and its image. 
Fraternities and sororities were notably 
absent from the news aside from service 
projects. When Kirby Player, a fraternity 
member, ran for student body president, no 
anti-frat sentiments arose. 
The major news item about fraternities 
came when three Sigma Nu members were 
shot rustling a fiberglass bull from the roof 
of a grocery store. Two of these students 
also stole pipe that was used in the frater- 
nity's homecoming display. The Sigma Nus 
denied any involvement since they did not 
vote on the action, but when a fiberglass 
bull was given to the members, they readily 
accepted it. 
The important crime stories of the year 
were a rape and a rape attempt. A few 
weeks ago, a coed was raped at knifepoint 
after leaving the library. Last fall, a girl jog- 
ger was attacked in the horticulture 
gardens, and a freshman was convicted of 
attempted rape in the case. 
For the first time in several years, suc- 
cessful concerts were held in Littlejohn Col- 
iseum. The Beach Boys filled the place and 
the April 23 Kenny Rogers concert has been 
sold out. Unfortunately, the Central Dance 
and Concert Committee had little involve- 
ment in these events. CDCC's own con- 
certs, the Atlanta Rhythm Section and New 
Riders, were met with apathy. After being 
moved to the weekend before exams, 
Bengal Ball met the same fate. 
BOOK DISTRIBUTION 
'81 TAPS WILL BE DISTRIBUTED APRIL 19-23 
UNTIL 5:00 ON THE 7TH LEVEL OF THE STUDENT 
UNION NEXT TO THE LOCATOR. 
MONDAY  ... SENIORS 
TUESDAY ... SENIORS, JUNIORS 
WEDNESDAY  SENIORS, JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES 
THURSDAY .. SENIORS, JUNIORS, SOPHOMORES, 
FRESHMEN 
FRIDAY GENERAL SALES (ANY BOOKS NOT 
PICKED UP ON THE PREVIOUS DAY 
WILL BE SOLD FOR s15. 
THANK YOU, 
TAPS STAFF 
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ONCE AGAIN 
BLUE KEY NATIONAL 
HONOR FRATERNITY 
WITH 
WSBF 
L * 
U 
PRESENTS 
TIGERAMA 1982 
'IN THE ROUND" 
FEATURING 
STORYBOOK CLEMSON 99 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 1 
DEATH VALLEY 
ALL INTERESTED ORGANIZATIONS ARE TO SUBMIT 
THEIR TOP THREE PREFERENCES 
BY SEPTEMBER 1, 1982, TO: 
JANET HELMS 
P.O. BOX 5004 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
CLEMSON, S.C. 29632 
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Communication; the goal of Player's 
by C. Blair Palese 
assistant news editor 
Improved communications will be the 
cornerstone for next year's student govern- 
ment according to Kirby Player, student 
body president. Enlarging the communica- 
tions committee and student opinion 
forums are two of the improvements being 
planned. 
"Our main goal is to establish a com- 
munications plan for student government," 
Player said. Also, he hopes the plan can be 
formalized to withstand changes in the 
future. The need for these improvements, 
according to Player, is that, "Several times 
last year, we forgot who we were repre- 
senting and became extremely involved with 
the process and ourselves." Next year, he 
plans to work towards a good, open atti- 
tude in the senate and the government and 
make them both available to everyone. 
In this light, Player says he is, "totally 
revamping the communications commit- 
tee." Previously, the committee consisted 
of about 10 members, that number has now 
been increased to 40 and Player feels this 
will make the senate and the government 
more visible. Wade Allen, head of the com- 
mittee, plans to use this large number of 
people to keep informed about all actions 
that take place on campus and disperse this 
information to the students. 
One method that both Player and Allen 
feel will be an important asset to com- 
munications is the introduction of student 
forums. These forums are designed to allow 
students to voice their opinions on contro- 
versial issues that will affect them. If suc- 
cessful, the students would no longer need 
to go through their senator to present their 
ideas. The first of these forums was held to- 
day and discussed the question of having 
two varsity cheerleading squads. 
Another form of input that Player and 
Allen plan to use is a student questionnaire 
that will allow additional student input. 
They hope these questionnaires will keep 
the student government in touch with how 
the campus views government actions and 
what the students would like to see accom- 
plished. 
Orientation is another area Player feels 
needs improvement. He would like to start 
the arriving freshmen out by informing 
them of all the campus activities available 
to them. The new Ambassador Service that 
has been established will allow newcomers 
to tour the campus with a student. Player 
believes this will be a great asset. He also 
plans to emphasize attendance of the stu- 
dent government meeting not just for those 
who want to join senate but for everyone 
interested in student life. 
Another important aspect of communi- 
cation, according to Player, is keeping 
channels open to The Tiger. He feels both 
the newspaper and the government are set 
up for the students and that there is no need 
for an ongoing battle between the two. He 
said The Tiger is an important way to keep 
the campus informed and he plans to use 
this method. 
Aside from communication, Player is 
planning to take on many of the election 
issues. An escort service is being developed 
to begin next semester. He has also proposed 
in-depth investigation of the quality of din- 
ing hall food and the increase in parking 
tickets and their cost. Player says he is look- 
ing into the possibility of a recycling service 
to provide extra revenue for club funding. 
photo by Brian Becknell 
Kirby Player 
Placement office reports poor job market for seniors 
"There are going to be more students 
leaving campus this year without jobs than 
last year," according to placement director 
Al Mathiasen. "The number of job offers is 
significantly lower, but the dollar amount is 
considerably higher than last year." 
The number of companies interviewing 
on campus was unchanged this year, ac- 
cording to Mathiasen. So far 493 companies 
have interviewed on campus, 275 in the fall 
and 218 in the spring. Of the 7895 inter- 
views held, 4109 were in the fall and 3786 
were in the spring. 
Mathiasen said the number of companies 
canceling their visits to campus also was un- 
changed. However, there have been several 
companies that have called the placement 
office to report that their job quotas were 
filled. Mathiasen said the cause is the uncer- 
tainty about the economy. 
The placement office only has figures 
available on the number of offers given to 
students, since students are still reporting in 
the jobs accepted. Numbers include 15 of- 
fers in accounting and financial manage- 
ment, down from 39 last year; eight for ad- 
ministrative management, down from 55; 
34 for chemical engineering, down from 78; 
99 for electrical engineering, down from 
115; and 51 for mechanical engineering, 
down from 163., The number of offers does 
not reflect the number of people hired since 
some people receive more than one offer. 
Average salary offers increased about 
$2000. Average accounting and FM salaries 
increased   from   $15,537   to   $17,293; 
chemical engineering offers increased from 
$23,958 to $27,406; and electrical engineer- 
ing increased from $22,210 to $24,408. 
Clemson seems to be faring better than 
other schools, according to Mathiasen. He 
said other schools he has contacted, such as 
Georgia Tech and Louisiana State, have 
been having far more companies canceling 
interviews. The Southeast in general seems 
to be a good place to find a job, he said, 
and Oklahoma seems to be the best area. 
JCHN? 
LUNCH COUNTER 
MEXICAN SPECIAL 
w/GUACAMOLE & JEAN'S 
MEXICAN SAUCE 
»2.95 
M—F     OPEN     SAT. 
11—2:30 
INSTANT 
PASSPORT 
PICTURES 
FLATTERING 
COLOR PASSPORT 
PICTURES IN 
JUST 60 SECONDS 
CAMPUS CAMERA 
University Sq  Clemson, SC   654-6900 
If you're a senior and have the promise of a $10,000 career-oriented job, do you know 
what's stopping you from getting the American Express* Card? 
You guessed it. 
Nothing. 
.   Because American Express believes in your future. But more than that. We believe 
in you now. And we've proving it. 
A $10,000 job promise. That's it. No strings. No gimmicks. And this offer is 
even good for 12 months after you graduate. 
But why should you get the American Express Card now? 
Because the Card is great for shopping. 
Whether it's a new suit for the job or a new stereo for home, the American 
Express Card is welcomed at the finest stores all over the country. And even if you 
need furniture for your place, you can do it with the Card. 
Of course, it's also great for restaurants, 
hotels, and travel. It also begins to establish 
your credit history-for any really big things 
you might need. 
So call 800-528-8000 for a Special 
Student Application or look for one at your 
college bookstore or on campus bulletin boards. 
The American Express Card. Don't leave 
school without it.™ 
Look for an application on campus. 
© American Express Gimpany. 1982 
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NEW GRADUATES/ 
NURSING STUDENTS 
SUNDAY 
APRIL 18 
1-5 P.M. 
YOU CAN VISIT US AT 
LEXINGTON COUNTY 
HOSPITAL 
IN WEST COLUMBIA TO 
TOUR OUR FACILITY AND 
TALK WITH OUR CLINICAL 
DIRECTORS ABOUT: 
-NURSING OPPORTUNITIES 
- SALARY BENEFITS 
-INTERNSHIP PROGRAM 
-SCHOLARSHIPS OR 
CALL US COLLECT AT 791-2111 
FROM 1-5 P.M. TO DISCUSS 
THESE VARIOUS 
OPPORTUNITIES AVAILABLE 
TO YOU IN STARTING 
YOUR NURSING CAREER. 
NOW OPEN! 
CLEMSON 
OFFICE 
PRODUCTS 
(NEXT TO THE GYRO SHOP) 
LARGE SELECTION OF ENGINEERING, 
ARCHITECTURE, ART & SCHOOL SUPPLIES. 
10% DISCOUNT TO ALL STUDENTS 
& EDUCATORS 
PHONE 654-6396 
VICTORIA SQUARE, CLEMSON 
MON.-FRI. 
9-5 
SAT. 
10-3 
*ou. WINKLES 
\k?D 
PRESENTS 
[ft 
DRAFT 
10C 3:00-3:30 
15C 3:30-4:00 
20C 4:00-5:00 
25C 5:00-7:00 
BLITZ 
BUCKETS 
i 1.00       3:00 - 9:00 
NO COVER ... LIVE D.J. 
"BEST HAPPY HOUR IN TOWN" 
9© 
EVERY THURSDAY 
WITH 
BUD, BUD LIGHT & NATURAL LONGNECKS 
30C 
40C 
50C 
7:00- 8:00 
8:00-10:00 
10:00-12:00 
NO COVER 
NOW AVAILABLE 
MULTI-COLORED 
SUMMER OF'82 
T-SHIRTS 
r 
C7 
? 
c^ 
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News digest 
TAPS distribution scheduled for Monday 
the official Yearbook nf thp        anvnnp   intproctort   ;„    ^.„~„ c : »..____ "^ 1982 TAPS, y o e
university, will be distributed starting 
Monday, April 19. The books will be 
distributed from 9 a.m. until 5 p.m. on the 
seventh level of the student union, next to 
the student locator. Students who have not 
prepaid may purchase books for $15 each 
during general sales on Friday. 
On Monday, seniors may pick up their 
books. Juniors pick up their annuals on 
Tuesday. Wednesday sophomores may pick 
up their books and freshmen may pick up 
annuals on Thursday. Any books not picked 
up on the previous days will be sold on 
Friday during general sales. 
This is the 72nd issue of TAPS. It was 
first printed in 1903 under the name "The 
Oconean." This year's editor is Raymond 
Teaster. Next year's editor will be Susan 
Ellington. 
anyone  interested  in  drama  or  foreign 
languages to attend. 
Sigma Xi award 
Merle Shepard, an entomologist whose 
work in biological pest control has gained 
him international recognition, has been 
named the university's 1982 Outstanding 
Research Scientist. 
The local chapter of Sigma Xi, a national 
research fraternity, and the Alumni Na- 
tional Council selected Shepard for the 
award, which carries a $1000 research sti- 
pend this year. 
Shepard, a researcher with the South 
Carolina Agricultural Experiment Station, 
is noted for his efforts to further the use of 
natural predators and lessen dependence on 
chemical pesticides. 
A native of Laurens County, Ga., and a 
graduate of Middle Tennessee State Univer- 
sity, Shepard earned his master's degree 
from the University of Georgia and his doc- 
torate .from Texas A&M University. 
Champion flyers 
The Joint Arnold Air society-Angel 
Flight National Conclave was held in New 
Orleans on April 9 through 12. Both 
Clemson chapters won national recogni- 
tion. 
Flying Tiger Angel Flight won the Anne 
T. Hawkins Trophy as the most improved 
Angel Flight in the nation. It competed with 
153 other universities for the award. 
The Rudolph Anderson Jr. Arnold Air 
Society Squadron won the LeMay Ohio 
Trophy for its support of the Air Force 
Association.  The society was also com- 
peting against over 150 schools.. 
Scholarships awarded 
Delta Delta Delta sorority has awarded 
Susan Michele Hill and Diania L. Reed 
each a $400 scholarship. The scholarships 
were offered to all university undergraduate 
women students. 
Hill is a freshman in nursing. She is a 
member of Kappa Delta Sorority, a Clemson 
Dancer, a member of Alpha Lamda Delta 
and in the Air Force ROTC. 
Reed is a junior majoring in recreation 
and parks administration. She is the chair- 
man of the South Carolina Recreational 
Parks Society, a member of the Outing 
Club and affiliated with Real Life Campus 
Ministries. 
Ground zero 
The Clemson Alliance for Peace will take 
part in Ground Zero Week, to be held in 
Greenville April 17 through 25. 
Ground Zero Week is an educational 
presentation, according to Scott Baird of 
the physics department. The purpose of the 
week is to inform people of the effects of 
nuclear weapons and nuclear war. 
The CAP was formed two months ago, 
and its purpose, according to Baird, is to 
get people interested in nuclear disarma- 
ment. Its goal is to get accurate information 
about the problems of nuclear war and 
nuclear weapons. 
Language festival 
The department of languages will spon- 
sor Dionysia, the annual drama competi- 
tion and festival for foreign language 
students, on April 16 and 17. 
Students from the Fayette High School 
of Fayetteville, Ga., will perform excerpts in 
English from Mother Courage by Bertolt 
Brecht. The performance will be April 16 at 
8 p.m. in Tillman Auditorium. 
Visiting students from neighboring high 
schools and colleges will compete in dra- 
matic presentations in French, German and 
Spanish on April 17 beginning at 9 a.m. 
An awards and prizes ceremony will be 
held in Tillman Auditorium after the com- 
pletion of the contests. 
The events are free and open to the 
public. The language department invites 
Pfc'n Pay Shoes© 
You've seen Sou® sandals for $28.00...get Pic'n Pay's own 
^-^      sandals for... 
your choice 
Women's leather thong, reg. $10.97 and children's sizes 9-4, reg. $8.97...$7 
Women's stretch band 
slide. Leather trim. 
Reg. $9.97...S7 
I Girl's 9-4. 
Reg. $7.97 
$6 Women's cotton mesh handbag. $^ 
Reg. $9.97     £ 
123 Bypass • Clemson 
Sale prices good thru Sunday. MasterCard or Visa. Open evenings and Sunday 1-6 pm. 
rocMfe 
'" flZZZZOD 
654-3000 
INFLATION FIGHTERS 
SPECIAL 
Mon.-Fri. Lunch Get One Slice of Pizza 
and 12-oz. Coke For Only $1.00 
25' Draft from 11 am 'til 5 pm 
ALSO SERVING 
QUICHE, SALADS, SANDWICHES 
STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT 
REFRIGERATOR 
RETURNS 
BASEMENT OF BRADLEY 
APRIL 19 & 21 
BASEMENT OF LEVER 
APRIL 20 
TIME: 2-5 P.M. DAILY 
REFRIGERATOR MUST BE DEFROSTED, 
CLEANED, AND DRIED IN ORDER TO 
HAVE DEPOSIT RETURNED 
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT 
THOUGHT—BALANCED NUTRITIONAL MEAL 
THOUGHT—SAVES YOU MONEY 
THOUGHT—FREE, FRESH & HOT DELIVERY 
THINK CHANELO'S     654-6990 
EXAM WEEK SPECIALS 
FROM 4-25  THRU     5-2 
FREE COFFEE—JUST ASK—FREE COFFEE 
OPEN TIL 2 AM EXAM WEEK EVERY NITE 
t 
SURVIVAL PACK—1 
SHORT SANDWICH, YOUR CHOICE 
CRISP TOSSED SALAD 
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE 
ONLY  $2.79 SAVINGS M.15 
SURVIVAL PACK—2 
10" CHEESE PIZZA 
FRESH TOSSED SALAD 
DRINK OF YOUR CHOICE 
ONLY $3.29 SAVINGS M.60 
DINE IN—FASTEST—FREE—FRESH & HOT DELIVERY—TO GO 
654-6990 
STUDY GROUP SURVIVAL PACK 
GIANT 20" PEPPERONI PIZZA 0NLY 
PLUS 4 FRESH TOSSED SALADS 
PLUS 4 ICE COLD COKES S10.99 SAVINGS '5.70 
s2.00 OFF 
Any 14"  16"  20" 
SUPREME PIZZA 
1 COUPON PER PIZZA 
OINE IN —DELIVERY — TO GO 
NOT VALID DURING ANY 
OTHER SPECIAL OFFER GOOD FROM 
This coupon Is the property of CHANELO'S 4-25 TO 
Redeemable ONLY at CHANELO'S 5-2-82 
FREE 
:K CRUST /DOUBLE CHEESE 
WITH ANY SIZE 
**£SH DAILY 
SICILIAN STYLE PIZZA 
Your choice 
10"  14"  16" 20" 
1 COUPON PER PIZZA 
INE IN — DELIVERY — TO GO 
GOOD FROM NOT VALID DURING ANY 
OTHER SPECIAL OFFER 
This coupon Is the property of CHANELO'S 
Redeemable ONLY at CHANELO'S 4-25 TO 5-2-82 
CALL US AT 654-6990 
Your order will arrive in 30 min. or LESS 
or dine in or take out in 10-12 MIN. 
THE PROFESSIONAL PIZZA PEOPLE 
FAST FREE DELIVERY 
IN DELIVERY AREA 
DELIVERY STARTS 
DAILY AT 11 A.M. 
DINNER FOR 2 
Only 4.99 
Receive a 14" Cheese plus 
one of your favorite toppings 
PLUS 2 - 12 oz. drink-your 
Choice.    Between 5-9 PM ONLY 
Mon. thru Fri. 
DINE IN — DELIVERY — TO GO 
NOT VALID DURING ANY 
OTHER SPECIAL OFFER 
This coupon is the property of CHANELO'S 
Redeemable ONLY at CHANELO'S        4-25 TO  5"2"82 
1 COUPON PER PIZZA 
GOOD FROM 
$100 OFF 
Any Size Pizza 
Delivered over 30 min. 
time on campus. 
GOOD FROM NOT VALID DURING ANY OTHER SPECIAL OFFER 
This coupon is the property of CHANELO'S 
Redeemable ONLY at CHANELO'S 4-25 TO  5-2-82 
■» > 
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Author enjoys writing for children 
by Susan Overstreet 
staff writer 
"The Night Swimmers," which aired 
March 3 on the ABC After School Special, 
is just one of the 20 children's books that 
Betsy Byars has written. Byars has lived in 
Clemson since June 1980, when her husband, 
Edward, came to Clemson as an assistant 
to university president Bill L. Atchley. 
Byars was born in Charlotte, N. C. She 
attended Furman University for two years 
and returned to Charlotte to earn an 
English degree from Queens College. 
"I had no desire to be a writer when I was 
back in high school and college. It was not 
until I was married and my husband was in 
graduate school that I began to write. I was 
in my late 20s when I began." 
Byars began writing by submitting arti- 
cles to magazines. She wrote articles for the 
Saturday Evening Post, Look and TV Guide. 
"I was a very prolific writer, very interested 
in what I was doing. I had a lot of en- 
thusiasm which carried me through the 
years of getting a lot of rejections." 
She then began thinking about writing 
books. "My first thought was to write 
mysteries because I had always liked them. I 
had written a couple of mysteries which 
really weren't very good. By this time, my 
children were bringing books home. When I 
first saw these books I thought they would 
be so simple to write. I would just do those 
while waiting for my big break. I got so in- 
terested in children's books that this is all I 
do now. 
"Usually I get an idea from something 
that has really happened. I write realistic 
children's fiction, not fantasy. A friend of 
mine just happened to remark that when 
they left home kids were coming over and 
swimming in their pool at night. They were 
very worried about it, afraid that someone 
would get hurt. So right away I went home 
and wrote 'The Night Swimmers by Betsy 
Byars.' 
"I start instantly. I don't believe you can 
sit around and think about it. You have to 
get something down on paper. If I can dic- 
tate how many people will be in the story, I 
pick three because I can have more inter- 
play. I "usually have two of one sex and one 
of the other because I feel that boys act dif- 
ferently around girls and vice versa," said 
Byars. 
Byars enjoys the writing process. "1 
think there are people who like to think 
about writing and then there are those who 
photo by Mark Bailey 
really like to write. For me the frustrating 
part is when I come to a halt and cannot 
think of a logical end to my story." 
Concerning her audience Byars com- 
ments, "This is probably the sharpest 
group of kids the world has ever had. I 
think one mistake people make when they 
first start out is to write down to them. I get 
manuscripts sometimes from fifth graders. 
"When I first started writing 20 years 
ago, children's books had to be nice. You 
didn't write about social problems or even 
lying. Now it's totally open. I think kids 
have always been willing to accept the 
tough parts of life." 
Byars feels that publishing your own 
book is a mistake. "If you are really serious 
about writing for children, take a course in 
children's literature. Many people are 
writing things they read and liked. It's not 
possible to publish that any more. 
"Everyone who writes children's books 
wants to get their neighbor to illustrate it. 
It's a terrible mistake to send in illustrations 
with your manuscript. So much goes into 
the illustrations nowadays that most ama- 
teur artists don't know what is involved." 
Byars has received numerous awards for 
her books. In 1977, she received the 
Newberry Medal for her novel, "The Sum- 
mer of the Swans." She was awarded the 
American Book Award for "The Night 
Swimmers" in 1981. 
ENGINEERS 
STILL NO FIRM OFFERS IN HAND? 
LET US CREATE SUNBELT ENGINEERING 
OPPORTUNITIES FOR YOU 
WE ARE A NETWORK OF 14 PLACEMENT 
OFFICES STRETCHING FROM VIRGINIA 
TO FLORIDA READY TO SERVE YOUR 
EMPLOYMENT NEEDS WITH MANY 
FIRMS THAT DO NO CAMPUS RECRUITING 
-COMPANIES PAY ALL FEES 
-NO CONTRACTS TO SIGN 
-OFFERS ARE COMPETITIVE 
CALL LOUIS BREGGER AT 646-9342 
OR 226-8374 ANYTIME 
FOR IMMEDIATE ACTION, SEND A 
FULL RESUME TO: 
BEALL ASSOCIATES 
P.O. BOX 4006T 
ANDERSON, S.C. 29622 
EVENTS 
APRIL 1982 
16—Drama: Dionysia '82, students from Fayette High School, Fayette- 
ville, Ga. perform excerpts from "Mother Courage" by Bertolt 
Brecht, Tillrnan auditorium, 8 p.m. 
16—Baseball: Maryland, 3 p.m. 
16-17—Edgar's: "Swimming Pool Q's," 9 p.m., wave music. 
16-18—Women's tennis: Quad match, Florida, South Carolina, San 
Diego State, Clemson. 
17—Baseball: Virginia, 2 p.m. 
17—Drama: Dionysia '82, competition by students from Southeastern 
states, 9 a.m. 
18—Free Flick: "American Hot Wax," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m., free. 
18—Baseball: Virginia, 2 p.m. 
23—Concert: Kenny Rogers and The Gatlin Brothers, Littlejohn Col- 
iseum 8 p.m. 
24—Bengal Ball: the Marshall Tucker Band and Papa John Creech, 
Memorial Stadium, 1 p.m. 
25—Free Flick: "Snoopy Come Home," YMCA Theater, 8 p.m., 
free. 
26—Exams begin. 
30—Edgar's closes for semester % 
MAY 1982 
1—Semester ends. 
7—Graduation. 
cThe Great 
Carrying: 
GEscape 
TREK 
made in America 
SCHWINN 
RAL£t<ZH* 
APRIL SPECIAL 
FREE WATER BOTTLE AND ALLOY CAGE 
WITH PURCHASE OF $5 OR MORE, 
WITH STUDENT OR FACULTY I.D. 
EXPERT REPAIRS • HOBBIES & GAMES 
Anderson-2704 E. North Ave.  • 226-4579 
ALSO STORES IN GREENVILLE AND SPARTANBURG 
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Editorials k 
Take a second look 
Several months ago, the administration decided to make yet another 
change in the name of quality and adopted the Monday-Wednesday-Friday, 
Tuesday-Thursday class schedule system, despite overwhelming student opposition. 
Eighty-three percent of the student body was against the schedule change, 
according to a Tiger random telephone survey. Nonetheless, university presi- 
dent Bill L. Atchley persisted in making the change, insisting that the students 
had no opinion and saying that they would readily adjust to the new system 
once they tried it. 
So the students, having no other choice, submitted to it, and this week 
they got their first chance to try it—in preregistration. 
They still don't like it. 
The problems of the new system are readily apparent. It promotes ineffi- 
cient use of time by scheduling two hour courses in three hour time slots. 
In addition schedule coordinator David Fleming said that afternoon labs 
are a problem in scheduling. Science and engineering majors are often going to 
find themselves in lab at later hours and on undesirable Friday afternoons next 
fall. ... 
Topping it all however, is the havoc that the new schedule change is going 
to create with lunch schedules. A student who takes an 11 and 12:30 class on 
Tuesday and Thursday will completely miss the pleasure of lunch in the dining 
halls. And it is not at all improbable that a lot of students will find themselves 
In this situation. 
Somehow quality does not seem to be the end product of this new 
schedule change. 
After he approved the change in February, Atchley said, "If I m wrong 
and the new schedule causes problems that can't be solved, then of course 
we'll give it another look." 
We suggest he start looking. 
Bail out while it is still possible 
The 1982 Bengal Ball has attracted very few ticket buyers and there does 
not seem to be a rush on tickets at the moment. CDCC is hoping for promis- 
ing sales over the weekend and is refusing to consider cancellation. 
They should face reality and cancel the event as soon as possible. 
This year CDCC, probably in order to make more money, moved Bengal 
Ball to the football stadium, scheduled it for exam weekend, doubled the price 
and turned the beer party into an outdoor concert. The plans seemed perfect: 
plenty of room, no conflicts with Greek Day and all the students can attend. 
Wrong. 
The students looked at their priorities and many decided exams came 
before fun. Others looked at the price. Bengal Ball is a beer party and $10 can 
buy a lot of beer downtown. Others might have wanted to see the bands, but 
$10 is a little steep even with beer. 
The breakeven point in sales is around 8000 tickets. CDCC was hoping to 
sell 15,000. But the numbers game was a disaster from the start, there's only 
11,000 students at Clemson—some go home on weekends, some do not drink, 
some hate southern rock and. some hate sitting in the hot sun. Sure students 
can bring friends, but with a week left and with no back-up plan, there are 
few alternatives. 
The options left open are to cancel the show or to keep looking for more 
sales and have the show lose money. 
Which option will CDCC choose? In the past two years CDCC concerts 
have gone on in spite of poor sales and poor student attendance. A profes- 
sional promoter would never let himself get stuck with such lousy response. 
CDCC has preferred to stick with its mistakes till the end and will prob- 
ably do so again. Cancelling would mean less money lost, less prestige lost and 
fewer problems. 
It is obvious why cancellation does not appeal to CDCC. 
Xlbe XLx^cx. 
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Footnotes 
"I move that we take $100 from the frisbee team's supplies and give it to 
them to all go over to Clemson House and get a haircut as short at George 
Venturella's."—Wade Warr at the student senate meeting discussing proposed 
funding for the frisbee club. 
"For what ever kind of rally you had, you had beautiful weather. Tell us 
about it, Alex. "—WLOS—TV (Channel 13) newscaster making a happy transi- 
tion from a Ku Klux Klan story to the weather. 
Editor's note 
This is the last issue of The Tiger this 
school year. The next Tiger staff meeting 
will be Aug. 15 and the next Tiger will ap- 
Letters policy 
The Tiger welcomes letters from its 
readers on all subjects. Letters should be 
typed double-spaced on a 65-character line. 
Letters should be limited to 200 words in 
length. Tuesday at 6 p.m. prior to the 
Thursday issue is the deadline for all letters. 
Each author of a letter must sign the let- 
ter and include his address and phone 
number. 
The editor reserves the right to edit letters 
for style and space. Also, letters which are 
pear Aug. 19. Editors can be reached dur- 
ing the summer by calling 656-2150. Good 
luck on exams. 
in poor taste or potentially libelous will be 
withheld if a majority of the editorial board 
deems it appropriate. 
All letters become property of The Tiger 
and cannot be returned. A file of letters is 
maintained should questions arise. 
Please send letters to The Tiger, Box 2097 
University Station, Clemson, S.C. 29632, 
or bring them by the offices at room 906 of 
the Student Union. 
■* 
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% I Letters 'Superstar' portrays wrong view of Christ 
Last week, the movie "Jesus 
Christ-Superstar" was shown by the 
university union in the loggia. While we 
appreciate the union's intention to 
highlight the life of Christ during this 
Easter season, as concerned Christians we 
feel compelled to voice our disagreement 
with the portrayal of Christ given by the 
movie. The Christ of "Superstar" is not 
the Christ of the Bible. 
The Christ of scripture stated plainly 
that He was God as well as man, and as 
such His character was consistently one of 
dignity, holiness, love and calm authority. 
He was never taken by surprise, nor did 
He have a light view of sin, nor did He 
have a romantic relationship with Mary 
Magdalene, as was implied by the film. 
Jesus Christ told His disciples repeat- 
edly and well in advance that He had 
come to die, and to die for a purpose. He 
said, "The Son of man is come to seek 
and to save that which was lost." His 
death was not that of a martyr for a 
cause, killed before He could complete 
His mission. It was that of a substitute for 
sinners, willingly bearing the punishment 
we deserved. 
Perhaps most importantly, the Christ of 
"Superstar" is left on the cross—the 
movie fails to depict the resurrection of 
Christ. By contrast, each of the four 
gospel writers make the resurrection the 
climax of their histories, and the apostle 
Paul teaches that without the bodily 
resurrection of Christ, His death and 
Christianity are both meaningless. 
"Jesus Christ-Superstar" is to some 
perhaps an entertaining and moving film. 
However, we urge anyone who seeks to 
know the truth about the Son of God to 
find it in the scriptures. 
Richard Armstrong 
Scott Culberson 
Carl Martin 
Norman K. Fox 
Artie Brickie 
Dan Rummel 
No concern 
After seeing "Jesus Christ-Superstar," 
two obscene black society step shows, 
lines for Bengal Ball tickets, signs and a 
full-page ad for various Easter (k)egg 
hunts, and a general lack of concern for 
Christianity, I feel the need and respon- 
sibility to remind—perhaps introduce 
to—the students a few facts. 
First, in passing, the video presented a 
distorted "interpretation" of the real 
Jesus Christ, son of man, son of God, 
king of kings, Lord of lords, creator, etc. 
With much vehement verbal abuse, a 
meek group of "leading believers," if you 
will, were ushered out of the student 
(funny name) union. 
Second, if Churchanityism, Catholicism 
"Christ of Chrisf'ism, humanism, 
liberalism, secularism, narcissism, 
ecumenicalism, nihlism, hedonism, etc., 
were the path to "god," I'd be the first to 
go at it (them). Seeing as it (they) is (are) 
not, though, it's about time this campus 
(as well as the rest of the world) put off 
their rebellious pride and honestly, 
humbly saw God for who he is. 
This true Christianity is found only 
from the literal, biblical, historical 
perspective. The Bible. God's holy word. 
The scriptures. Remember? The dusty 
book under your "Playboy," "Self" and 
"Cosmo." The book you brought to 
school (for Mom, perhaps) but have 
disregarded because you can run your life. 
Can you? Or maybe you are too busy 
(but not to get drunk or have sex). Have 
you, then, by chance, swallowed the 
criticism of so-called experts whose own 
lives most can't even manage? The Bible 
is every true Christian's authority, perfect 
in its authenticity and accuracy. 
Third, what good is it for you to 
merely feed, educate and entertain your 
body if its ultimate place of rest or tur- 
moil is left unconsidered? 
I urge you to examine the scriptures for 
Jesus said it is truth (John 17:17). Do not 
be deceived. Do not be misled. God is still 
God despite time,, your mental rejections 
or your miserable life. And he will.come 
"in his glory, and all the angels with 
him." 
You cannot have your wild life, your 
passive co-existence with sweeping im- 
morality, your indifference and God too. 
You will die lost. How sad it would be for 
you, Mr. Goodperson, Miss Sorority 
"it's-for-a-good-cause" Volunteer, Joe 
Cool, to be—quite frankly—the "nicest" 
guy in hell, where no one will be 
"imposing your morality on me." 
Raymond A. Craig 
At odds 
"Jesus Christ Superstar's" portrayal of 
Jesus is at great odds with the Jesus 
Christ of the Bible on many points, a few 
of which I'd like to point out. When 
asked, "Are you the King of the Jews?" 
the man portraying Christ answered, 
"Your words, not mine." But the Bible 
reveals that Christ replied, "Thou sayest" 
(Matt. 27:11), which is an affirmation of 
Messiahship, not a denial. Mark 14:61-64 
reinforces that Jesus is the Savior. 
"Superstar" showed a screaming, 
frustrated man, who, when surrounded by 
a crowd wishing to be healed, said, "Too 
many of you. Too little of me. Leave me 
alone!" The Bible reveals Jesus as the 
One who said, "All power is given unto 
Me in heaven and in earth" (Matt. 28:18). 
"Superstar" showed a man, who, in 
contemplating the sacrifice of his life, said 
to God, "Why then am I scared to finish 
what I started—what You started. I didn't 
start it." The Bible reveals Jesus as the 
one who said, "I and my Father are One" 
(John 10:30), and in John 12:24-50, the 
one determined to carry through with his 
plan of dying and rising to save those who 
will trust solely in Him. 
"Superstar" showed a man who said, 
"I look for truth." The Bible reveals 
Jesus as the One who said, "I am ... the 
truth" (John 10:30). 
Cheryl Belk 
Full force 
What has happened to the Bengal Ball 
spirit? What was once the best party at 
any college in the southeast (or anywhere 
for that matter), is now being boycotted 
by some uninformed and obstinate in- 
dividuals. I realize that it is human nature 
to resist change, but since the only big 
change is the location, this resistance 
seems unwarranted. 
The reasons for moving Bengal Ball to 
the stadium are fairly well known, so I 
will not touch on them. The reasons why 
people are not going to Bengal Ball are 
varied. One major complaint is that it is 
the weekend before exams. Of course, this 
is a legitimate complaint, but study plans 
for that Saturday could be altered. 
Anyway, my concern is not with the 
people who have to study; it is with the 
people whose only gripe is that Bengal 
Ball is being held in the stadium. When 
asked what's wrong with the stadium, 
some common replies are that it is not on 
the water; that there will be narcs there; 
that everyone will have to sit in the 
stands; that no one will be allowed to 
bring coolers; and that it's just not the 
same. 
As far as I'm concerned, none of these 
complaints are reasonable. The fact that 
Bengal Ball is not at Y-Beach (on the 
water) should not make any difference, 
since no one is allowed to swim anyway. 
People will still be allowed on the field in 
Death Valley and can still catch some 
rays. As far as narcs go, there should not 
be any more than any other year. This is 
a party for Clemson students and is not 
open to the general public (narcs 
included). Coolers will be allowed, but 
there will be no glass allowed, which is the 
same as every other year. 
The people who are not going because 
it is not going to be the same are just be- 
ing stubborn and unreasonable. They will 
be sorry that they missed the biggest party 
Clemson has ever seen. We will be party- 
ing full force on the 1981 national cham- 
pions' football field, listening to a great 
line-up of bands and getting our fill of 
beef J'music, sun and fun. 
Michelle Diaz 
Gee whiz 
Well, I feel the time has come to clarify 
some of the statements I made in The 
Tiger of April 1. 
The main point of my letter was that I 
didn't feel that the CDCC accurately 
represented the majority of the student 
body. This campus is not a southern rock- 
oriented campus, rather, it seems to have 
more of a top-40 orientation, at least 
judging from the mdst popular area radio 
stations. I'm not saying go out and get 
whoever is number one this week, but 
somewhere on the charts there is an avail- 
able group that would be more acceptable 
to more people. 
"Redneck" refers to the image that 
southern rock bands seem to strive 
for—that of drunk, tobacco-chewing, 
good ole boys—an image that many of 
their fans seem to imitate. "Washed-up" 
refers to the time span since the group's 
last album and its popularity at that time. 
My comment about South Carolina was 
meant as a comment on the closeminded- 
ness and resistance to change of many 
people that I have met here. 
As for the tone of the letter, I was 
angry when I wrote it because I had been 
hoping for a band that I could enjoy see- 
ing but also it was meant to start people 
thinking. If I had written a letter that 
said, "Gee whiz golly, I don't like 
Marshall Tucker," everyone would have 
said, "So what." I can appreciate the 
opinions of Mr. Carroll, Mr. Ray and Mr. 
McLaurin, and I plan on taking Mr. 
McLaurin's advice. 
Mr. Cox, you need not worry about me 
drinking any of your precious Bud at 
Bengal Ball, but before you judge my 
music, listen to it first. Who were you 
thinking of when you said purple hair and 
safety pins? Just for the record, the police 
had already been called to Edgar's before 
I took the stage, the air band contest was 
wrecked by a bunch of drunk people—not 
me.In fact, I left before the trouble really 
started. 
Mike Richbourg 
Redeeming 
Concerning last week's entertainment 
review, Mr. Taylor, if you thought 
Katherine Hepburn starred in "Porky," 
you misread the marquee. Personally, I 
found the film very entertaining. Granted, 
it isn't Neil Simon, but I wouldn't say it 
has "no redeeming qualities." 
Yes, it is "light" and not very "socially 
enlightening," but it made me relax and 
laugh after a very tough week. You sug- 
gested shooting the writer/director, but 
the audience I was part of nearly laughed 
itself to death. By the way, get your ac- 
tors straight; who really played Pee Wee? 
Amy Spitzmiller 
Irrational 
On Monday, April 12, the student 
senate voted on the finance committee's 
recommendations for the budgeted allo- 
cations for student organizations, as they 
do every spring. Once again certain 
members of the senate targeted the frisbee 
club for massive cuts based on irrational 
reasoning. 
Certainly, everyone has heard of the 
top military agency, the Joint Chiefs of 
Staff. When the frisbee club was formed 
four years ago the name of the ultimate 
frisbee team, The Joint Chiefs of Waft, 
was taken from this agency as a pun. The 
controversial issue raised in the senate this 
Monday involved the team jersey, which 
is merely an extension of this pun. On the 
back of the jersey is a lightning bolt 
leading into a skeleton, which in one hand 
is holding a frisbee, and in the other hand 
a joint, or a "reefer" as one senate 
member called it. The purpose of this was 
not to imply that the ultimate frisbee team 
is a bunch of potheads, but was merely an 
extension of the pun. 
As it often occurs in the student senate, 
a small handfull of senators attempted to 
impose their values upon the actions of 
the senate, and in turn, the student body 
as a whole. They felt that this pun was 
sufficient grounds for cutting all funding 
for travel to tournaments. Thankfully 
their influence in the student senate 
proved to be minimal and their proposal 
was put down. We are thankful for the 
sanity in the majority of senators. 
George Myler, President 
Wilson Clayton, Vice President 
The Joint Chiefs of Waft 
This is 
the last 
Tiger 
until August. 
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hair designs 
RHONDA      NORMA _5?TH 
!FOR~HRST-TIME CUSTOMERS ONLYj 
25% OFF 
FULL SERVICE HAIRCUTS 
COUPON GOOD FROM 10 A.M. 'TIL 1 P.M. 
OFFER GOOD APRIL 15-APRIL 22 
J*J?ING THIS_COUPON  
UNIVERSITY SQUARE MALL 
(BESIDE HARDEE'S) 
654-5180 
MON.-FRI.     OPEN SAT. 
10-6 9-1 
ATTENTION, 
ENGINEERING 
GRADUATES 
HAMMES AND ASSOCIATES, 
A LEADING RECRUITING & 
CONSULTING AGENCY FOR 
OVER 17 YEARS SEEKS 
MOTIVATED, SELF-RELIANT & 
AMBITIOUS ENG. GRADS 
FOR THE SOUTHEAST 
AND SUNBELT. 
SEND RESUME & FINAL 
TRANSCRIPT TO 
W. T. HODGES, BOX 10007, 
CHARLESTON, S.C. 29411 
OR CALL (803) 554-0724. 
spring giveaway 
DRAWING AT 530 SATURDAY AFTER ORANGE & WHITE 
ALL ENTRIES MUST HAVE BEEN TURNED IN BY THURSDAY APRIL 15 TO BE ELIGIBLE 
CLEMS ON MUGS 
WHILE THEY LAST 
3»C 
summer '82 preview 
cold St. Pauli Girls 
MOLSON golden & red label ale 
FREE   COFFEE  WITH  DELIVERY   ORDERS   DURING  EXAMS 
—****' WM/ <Wmn mm-' "rrvrr "firm- ~*—&. J 
>   > 
~ 
*<« 
-l 
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Family business closes 
after 90 years of service 
photo by Mike Murray 
After 90 years of business Sloan's permanently closed its doors this semester. 
by Katie Kuehner 
staff writer 
There are and have been many businesses 
in downtown Clemson, but few have lasted 
all of the years that the city has existed. One 
business that lasted (until this semester) was 
Sloan's, a store that sold a variety of goods 
throughout its 90 years of existence. It was 
predominantly a family business, owned by 
five different Sloans, spanning three gen- 
erations. Two of the owners still alive are 
Olive Sloan, wife of Jack Sloan, and Lena 
Sloan, wife of Hoke Sloan. Lena remem- 
bers the history of the store, which opened 
in 1892. 
In that year David B. Sloan came to 
Clemson from Greenville on foot just as the 
college was first being built. It took him two 
days to make the trip. Lena said that he 
belonged to the "first load of bricks" club. 
David opened the first general merchandise 
store of Clemson in a two-story wooden 
building on the same site as the building 
that now houses The Corporation, the new 
Subway restaurant, and several other 
businesses. 
For years Sloan's flourished. Then David 
Sloan gave the business to his son, Winslow 
P. Sloan, who operated it for a few years 
until Tom Robinson took over the business. 
But in 1918, Sloan's was given back to a 
Sloan, this time Winslow's son, Hoke 
Sloan. 
Lena remembers coming to Clemson 
from Alabama in 1917. "When we stopped 
in front of the general merchandise store, I 
asked how much further was it to Clemson. 
Hoke replied, 'You're sitting right in the 
middle of it.'" 
Hoke Sloan, in addition to owning the 
family business,, also taught tennis at the 
university for 29 years. The Hoke Sloan 
Tennis Center is named in his memory. 
On Thanksgiving night, 1924, the 
original wooden building burned down and 
the Sloans had to start over. 
The building that was built is the one that 
is presently there, with only a few changes. 
In the 20s the building was called an arcade 
because the stores opened into a center hall 
much like a shopping mall today. Hoke 
changed Sloan's from general merchandise 
to men's clothes. In the arcade was also a 
drugstore serving fountain drinks and ice 
cream. There was a men's barber shop that 
adhered to the strict military code of 
Clemson. Lena said a student could expect 
to get a "smart crew cut" from that 
business. 
For a long time girls could not go near 
the campus without getting bombarded 
with catcalls or worse. Consequently, life in 
Clemson was not very exciting for girls in 
the middle part of the century. However, 
Lena said that things began to change when 
the college became non-military. 
Hoke gave the business to his brother, 
Jack Sloan, the man portrayed on the 
store's sign. Jack changed the store to a 
Clemson souvenir shop and his wife Olive 
continued to run the business after he died. 
Olive then sold the business to T. E. 
Skelton, ending the three-generation Sloan 
ownership. Skelton continued to run the 
business as "Sloan's" until it closed this 
semester. 
Lena points out that she has found it 
rewarding to grow up with a town. 
In addition, the university, with its 
change in enrollment over the years, has af- 
fected the life of the town and its busi- 
nesses. "Living in a university town is in- 
teresting because one can see the imprint of 
the university on the lives of our family and 
our business," said Lena. 
Native preserves Clemson memories in manuscript 
try Jennifer Lloyd 
staff writer 
She was born on campus in a house similar to the 
Trustee House. Her father graduated from Clemson in 
1908 and continued to be affiliated with the college until 
1954. "I thought about the rich heritage I've received from 
Clemson and I thought it should be passed along," she 
said. 
So Mary Katherine Littlejohn wrote "Tales of Tiger- 
town" and passed the heritage on. "The stories, anecdotes 
and feelings that caused the rich heritage are in the book." 
Mary Katherine began writing "Tales" after talking to 
area groups about early Clemson. "Mrs. Lou Williamon of 
the old Clemson Garden Club asked me to speak at a 
meeting. I was surprised. But she said since I had been born 
here and lived here all my life, I would be the most likely 
person to talk about Clemson. 
"I began searching for props and found all my father's 
memorabilia. As I pulled out the old memories, I realized 
they should be written down. Someone needed to preserve 
these memories." 
"Tales of Tigertown" was started in the summer of 
1976. "The summer was hot and the library archives were 
cool. Before I knew it I had been working eight hours. 
"Before actually writing, I pulled out my father's 
books, looking for some advice and perhaps some inspira- 
tion. I found 'And Gladly Teach' by an editor of Scribner's 
magazine. There I found the advice I used and now give to 
all writers. Have a good beginning; start each paragraph 
with some force and pep and have a good ending. Then 
shut up. 
"I wanted to capture the Clemson spirit and find the 
cause. However, I knew I wouldn't but I did find some 
reasons for it. From Clemson's beginning there has been 
much affection between the students and the faculty. 
Everyone is truly concerned. I also think the beautiful 
mountains and flowers influence the spirit. No one is sitting 
on anyone's hair," said Mary Katherine. 
"After a good beginning and ending to my book, I 
needed a thread to tie the beginning to ending. I decided the 
Alma Mater captures the Clemson spirit." 
Mary Katherine entitled each chapter with a line from 
the Alma Mater. "Where the Blue Ridge yawns its great- 
ness" begins her first chapter. "I wanted to capture the 
beauty," she said, "I thought you ought to have a good 
start. In a sense this book is a homecoming—a collection 
of recollections. So on page one I begin with 'Now when I 
was here in school.' 
"I had to put limits on the stories. I wanted it to be fun 
and humorous. I decided not to include living people. I did 
include a mesh of campus and student life, the flowers and 
trees and the faculty's influence. I had to include tragedy. 
We experience it and growth came from it. 'And her sons 
have fought and conquered every foreign land.' 
"I grew up here and was influenced by many of the 
people the campus buildings are named for. Rhodes was a 
strong influence and Holtzendorff was the year-round 
Santa Claus. I had been away at graduate school and when 
I returned my focus was sharpened. I appreciated Clemson 
and its heritage.' 
Mary Katherine's father, James Corcoran Littlejohn, 
held various jobs with the college. After his graduation, 
then-president W. M. Riggs hired him as a handyman. 
Littlejohn did the first electrical wiring on campus. He later 
became an electrical engineering professor. Littlejohn 
ended his career as a business manager. Littlejohn 
Coliseum is named for him. 
"He was a dean of students," Mary Katherine ex- 
plained, "there was no dean then. My father saw all the 
students, and handled all the money. 
"My father had been dead 20 years when the book was 
published. It was printed on his birthday in November of 
1979. That's how I came up with the book's price of $7.95. 
Seven point nine for the year, and a five for November be- 
ing the halfway point. 
"I wanted to start a scholarship with the money I 
made. My goal was $10,000. I reached that goal and 
established a memorial scholarship, the James Corcoran 
and Mary Poats Littlejohn Memorial Scholarship. 
"My father was always helping students fund their 
education. If the boy was bright and wanted to continue in 
school, but just couldn't afford it, my father would help 
him out. This is what I wanted to do. The scholarship is 
awarded through the financial aid department, and must be 
awarded to an upperclassman with financial need." 
This year's recipient is Beth Spigner, a junior, from 
Columbia, South Carolina. 
photo by Mark Bailey 
Mary Katherine Littlejohn 
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Theater review 
Players' one-acts:   one • • • • 
'The Room' 
by Kavin Taylor 
entertainment editor 
The Clemson Players' performance of 
Harold Pinter's "The Room" was not a 
dismal failure, but if was not what a one act 
should be. 
In order for a one-act play to succeed, the 
entire performance must be near perfect. 
The entire plot, from beginning to climax to 
denouncement, must be presented in such a 
limited time sequence, that there is no room 
for mistakes. 
One of the major problems with the 
"The Room" was the inability of the actors 
to hold an accent. It would have been to the 
plays advantage had the actors used stan- 
dard English, rather than to have the au- 
dience listen to poor English accents. Pro- 
bably the only two players to conquer their 
accent problems were Candace Blickle, who 
played Rose, and Diana Kirk, who played 
Mrs. Sims. Though Blickle's accent wasn't 
quite British enough, her accent stayed the 
same throughout the play. Kirk's accent 
was almost perfect, though she tended to 
lean more toward a wealthy Cape Cod ac- 
cent than toward an English one. 
Normally, faulty accents wouldn't be a 
major problem, but within as short a time 
span as a one-act play, varying accents 
began to grate on the viewers nerves. 
Tom Bartlett who played Burt Hudd, was 
too good for his part. His determined looks 
brought laughter to the audience rather 
than hatred. At the end of the play his per- 
formance was too much to handle. 
Mr. Kidd was played by Daron .Hall, 
who, given a few more performances 
should be an asset to the players. 
Another problem with the play was the 
tightness of the set. Granted, one must sus7 
pend disbelief, but at times it can be trying. 
It was hard to believe that a person would 
have a chair a foot from the wall, and some- 
one still walks between them. 
It wasn't really a matter of there not be- 
ing enough usable space, but the setting was 
just a little tight. And a major point of the 
play was an imaginary window, looking out 
into the street. That window moved so 
many times it wasn't funny. It wasn't a 
deadly sin, but after the third move, it 
began to get trying. 
But, above all of the flaws, the players 
have to be commended. There were mis- 
takes, but none that can't be overcome with 
more experience. 
Record review 
photo by Brian Becknell 
Pat Haskell plays Irene in the Players' "The Sandcastle," part of their latest produc- 
tion, "An Evening of One-acts." Also on the bill is the one-act play, "The Room." 
act, one bad 
'The Sandcastle' 
by Michael L. Puldy 
staff writer 
The first performance of the Clemson 
Players' production, "An Evening of One- 
Acts," was "The Sandcastle," where all ac- 
tion remains within the confines of a living 
room and a front porch. 
The story takes place at an ocean front 
home in San Diego, Calif., where in a single 
evening the lives of seven characters unfold. 
The way the plot mingles the characters 
together seems like a soap opera with the 
story coming to a close in an hour and 15 
minutes instead of three weeks. 
As the audience waited for the play to 
begin, youth actor, Jay Steele, who plays 
Kenny, threw a frisbee. As members of the 
audience threw the frisbee back to Steele, 
the frisbee would occasionally fly into the 
living room. In this instance, Steele would 
run into the living room via the screen door. 
This impressed on the audience the explicit 
separation of the screen porch and the liv- 
ing room area. 
This was the best part of the production. 
Kenny's mother Irene, is dating a truck 
driver. The plot revolves around the rela- 
tionship of these two characters, played by 
Pat Haskell and Clifton S. M. Egan, 
respectively. Within this plot the lives of 
Joan (Laura Ackerman), Irene's daughter, 
her college friend, Sasha (Ilene Fins), Owen 
(Dan Walczyk), Irene's son, and another 
visitor to the household Calvin (Joe Banks) 
are revealed to the audience. Of course, 
Kenny is also seen running around the stage 
area. 
The plot is complex. Throughout the 
story, the characters follow through the 
process of pairing off, having a serious talk, 
getting into a fight and then leaving the 
story. ' 
As the play, closed, the evaluation was 
clear. First, it was definitely too long, not a 
wise choice for a one act. Sure the set 
played a major consideration in choosing 
the story because another one act play 
followed, but another story choice would 
have been more appropriate. Also, the act-, 
ing on the whole was different; not the 
usual Players performance. Many of the ac- 
tors and actresses did not seem to be "act- 
ing" and refused to let the audience 
"understand and relate" to their character. 
However, the last problem was partly due 
to the story. One which was too much to 
handle for both the actors and the audience. 
Judy Collins steps ahead with latest album 
by Kavin Taylor 
entertainment editor 
Judy Collins has come a full circle with 
her new album. She has taken her experi- 
ence in art, folk and middle-of-the-road 
pop, and produced an album covering a 
limited range of music, but covering it well. 
"Times of Our Lives," finds the major- 
ity of Collins' music still artsy and heavily 
orchestrated. Like her last two albums, she 
abandons her acoustic beginnings for a 
more electric sound that either works well 
with her voice, or grates heavily against it. 
In "Times of Our Lives," she takes one 
step forward, while taking a few steps back. 
She abandons a great deal of the over- 
orchestrated sounds that characterized her 
last album, but doesn't quite return to her 
early 70s style. 
As usual, Collins does best with the 
slower, simpler songs. It is possible, 
though, that she is suffering from a bad 
case of classification; people think of her as 
a folk and art singer, and can't accept her 
as anything else. 
Side one has two memorable songs, "The 
Rest of Your Life" and "Memory." "The 
Rest of Your Life" is reminiscent of one of 
her earlier songs, "Born to the Breed." 
Both concern her son, letting him go, and 
letting him live his own life. Where "Born 
to the Breed" speaks of the present and 
past, "The Rest of Your Life" speaks of 
the future. Although "The Rest of Your 
Life" sounds tired and stretched, it still 
captures her at near-best. 
"Memory" is the same song recently 
released by Barbara Streisand. What is 
unusual about it is both singers interpret the 
song nearly the same way; however, 
Streisand's version sounds as if she has 
become bored with singing, and doesn't 
really care about going that extra measure. 
Collins plays the song like a new toy. 
Side two opens strongly with "Sun Son," 
a highly electric song that points out 
Collins' versatility. Though not the high 
point of the album, it shows there might 
just be a little bit of rock and roll in her 
soul. 
"Drink a Round to Ireland" is the strong 
point of her album. Simple background 
music and easy vocals reinforce the notion 
that she does better with the simpler songs. 
She uses her vocal range to her advantage, 
although the range of the song is limited. If 
"Memory" is judged as the best production 
style number, "Drink a Round to Ireland" 
is a positive antithesis in style. 
Collins' story about her bout with alco- 
hol is told in "Angel on My Side." Accord- 
ing to her song, someone was watching over 
her, thus the title o/ the song. 
For all the album is worth, it probably 
does not have the mass appeal that Collins 
needs at this point in her career. Though 
she is probably far from being a starving ar- 
tist, she is long overdue for a hit or even a 
top-40 song. 
The only thing missing from this album is 
a song a cappella. Her voice needs the ac- 
companiment, for she truly does her best 
when she keeps it simple. 
v 
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The Gatlin Brothers aren 't just country singers 
by Kavin Taylor 
entertainment editor 
People classify the Gatlin Brothers' 
music as country, but, according to Steve 
Gatlin, the group's music falls somewhere 
around country-gospel-rock-symphonic. 
"We were raised on gospel music," said 
Gatlin, but in the early 70s the brothers 
moved to Nashville and started writing their 
own style of music. 
According to Gatlin, the group doesn't 
write a song with any style in mind. "We 
don't go out and cut what is known as a 
Record review 
crossover album," said Gatlin. "We just 
basically record our best song.' 
Contrary to popular beliefs, crossovers 
are not made in studios, they are made at 
radio stations. Crossovers are songs that are 
done by people who sing predominately one 
style of music, but have songs that become 
popular with different audiences. The most 
prominent crossover artist is probably 
Dolly Parton. 
However, Gatlin was quick to point out 
their albums were popular with a broad 
audience, further dispelling the "country 
myth" the band possesses. 
Gatlin said the Gatlin Brothers are look- 
ing forward to their Clemson concert. They 
will be appearing as special guests of Kenny 
Rogers, in other words, opening for him. 
They will be on a 100-day tour that will take 
them across the United States, and to many 
colleges, including the University of South 
Carolina, before their concert in Littlejohn 
Coliseum. 
"Physically, the tour is very exhausting," 
Gatlin said. "We tour for several weeks, 
then take a few days off. Then it's back on 
the road." They will play three dates, in- 
cluding Clemson, in three days. 
Gatlin said the reviews for the tour have 
been good. They are technically not pro- 
moting an album, although their last 
album, released in September, will be 
releasing another single within a month. 
"The college students have been giving us 
a good response," he said. "I don't think 
people are going to be disappointed with 
our show." 
The concert is scheduled for Friday, 
April 23, in Littlejohn Coliseum. The con- 
cert is sold out. 
Huey Lewis overcomes problems 
by Van Mattison 
staff writer 
Popular music seems to have two, prob- 
lems: all the songs sound the same, and all 
the lyrics have little or no meaning. 
Huey Lewis and the News' latest album 
"Picture This" overcomes both of these 
problems. The album tends to be top-40 
oriented; but, it includes other musical 
forms. There is a ballad and a 40s big band 
song on the album, too. The lyrics on the 
album are above the normal top-40 
nothingness which groups like Journey and 
Styx perpetuate. 
The best song on the album, "Do You 
Believe in Love," has already been released 
as a single and is now number seven on the 
singles chart. This song is well produced 
and points out two of the group's strong 
points, the drums and saxaphone. 
The other great song on the album is 
"Tell Me a Little Lie." The music-and 
lyrics are very simple; but, the poignantly 
cynical message is adorable. The song is 
about love. The purpose of being told a lie 
is so the relationship will be memorable— 
"tell me a little lie to remember you by." 
The other enjoyable lyrical effort of the 
album is the song "Giving It All Up for 
Love." The song seems to be the perfect 
satirical reply to Sheena Easton's "Modern 
Girl." 
Side one of the album is totally top-40 
oriented. Two songs, "Change of Heart" 
and "Hope You Love Me Like You Say 
You Do," are likely candidates for release 
as singles. Both these songs are a mix of 
strong vocals backed up with guitar, saxa- 
phone and drums. 
One of the drawbacks of the album is the 
general lack of different themes. Most of 
the songs are about love and the topic is 
somewhat overdone. The diversity of the 
comments on love keep the album from 
becoming boring, however. 
Three of the album's 10 songs aren't 
about love. "Buzz Buzz Buzz" is a nonsen- 
sical big band song. "The Only One" is a 
ballad about a high school hero. "Workin' 
for a Livin'" is about working, of course. 
"Buzz Buzz Buzz" is the last song on the 
album and it is so different from the other 
songs on the album that it sounds like the 
record changed. The big band sound of the 
song is enhanced by an appearance by 
Tower of Power Horns. Although the song 
doesn't say anything, it is fun music. 
In general, the entire album is fun. The 
top-40 slant of the album has taken it to 
number 28 on the album chart; but, at the 
same time, the above-average lyrics and 
musical diversity of the album have made it 
popular at non-top-40 stations. 
Little Theatre 
presents musical 
The Clemson Little Theatre will be pre- 
senting "Two by Two" April 22 through 
25 at the Central Cultural Center in 
Central. The musical, based on Clifford 
Odet's "The Flowering Peach," examines 
the psychological dilemma of being on 
Noah's Ark. The music is by Richard 
Rogers with words by Martin Charnin. 
Presented by special permission of the 
Rogers and Hammerstein Library, the 
musical will star Buddy Adams as Noah. 
Playing Noah's wife will be Betty Peters. 
Bill Stewart, a freshman majoring in 
chemical engineering, will play Shem, one 
of Noah's three sons. Rachel will be 
played by Laura Littlefield, an English 
instructor. 
Evening performances are scheduled at 
8 for April 22-24, with a matinee April 25 
at 2:30. Tickets are $4 for adults, $2 for 
children and students with ID. 
GOING OUT OF 
BUSINESS SALE! 
EVERYTHING REDUCED 
30<7o-60% 
112 D SLOAN ST. 
654-6910 
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10th Annual 
Bengal Ball 
Marshall Tucker Band, 
Pure Prairie League 
and Papa John Creech 
Tickets are $10. 
6 tickets / student ID 
1 student ID / person 
Tickets on sale at union 
BOX Office 
12 noon-5 P.M., Monday-Friday 
NO tickets sold on day of Bengal Ball 
Get Q'ed up for 
the Super Q wave 
sounds of the 
nationally known 
recording   artist  "The 
Swimming Pool Q's," 
ApriM6&17;9P.M., $1.00. Come early and 
get a seat. 
Art Gallery: 
thru 17th, 
Photo Display 
by Rob Silance 
April 26-May 1 
Scenic Photos 
by Kenneth Kulp 
WANTED: Excited, 
enthusiastic 
volunteers to help 
the Union make 
1982-83 the best year 
yet! Check by the 
information Desk 
for details. 
Come get your Six Flags 
Tickets at a discount 
price at the Union Box 
Office from 12 noon-5 p.m., 
Monday-Friday. 
Art Sale by 
Touchstone Art Gallery 
April 19-23, in front of 
Palmetto Room Lobby 
original oil paintings 
Angel Gifts Sale 
Laser photographs and framed 
etchings, $3-$20, April 26 & 27, 
in front of Palmetto 
Room Lobby 
— Great graduation gifts! 
YMCA Movies & Free Flicks: 
April 16   "For Your Eyes Only/' S1.50,7,9:15      & midnight 
April 17,19, 20   "Pink Panther Strikes Again/' S1.50, 7 & 
9:15; midnight on Saturday 
April 18   "American Hot wax," free, 8 p.m. 
April 21-23   "Fame," S1.50, 7, 9:15; midnight on Friday 
April 24, 26, 27   "The Graduate/' $1.00, 7 & 9:15 
April 25   "Snoopy, Come Home/' free, 4 & 8 p.m. 
Videotape: April 16   "The Movies Today" 
April 19-23   "Tom Petty & The Heart- 
breakers" 
April 26-30   "Superman" 
CUI CLEMSQM      UNIVERSITY     UNION 
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Professor's photographs show uniqueness 
by Mandy Ferguson 
staff writer 
Some of professor Sam Wang'Wunique 
pictures have been taken with pinhole: 
cameras made from oatmeal boxes. These 
pictures are on display at the Metropolitan 
Art Museum and the front cover of a 
photography textbook. 
Wang attended the University of Iowa, 
where he was originally studying painting. 
In 1966, he was one of the first in the 
United States to graduate with a master's 
degree in fine arts in photography. 
After graduation, Wang came to Clemson 
to teach photography in the architecture 
department's visual arts program. He also 
set up a program that offers a master's 
degree in fine arts. 
"When I graduated from college, 
photography wasn't accepted [as an art 
form] by the art establishments," explained 
Wang. 
Wang's photography is quite unusual 
because of his subject matter and the cir- 
cular shape of his photographs. 
"The unusualness of my pictures is due 
to my equipment. I use a wide angle lens. 
The other reason would be is that my 
perception is different. This comes from my 
art and photography background. I know 
how to look at things in an unusual way," 
said Wang. 
Wang wanted to do something different 
in his work, but he wasn't sure of what he 
was looking for. He was impressed by the 
performance of the wide angle lens, and 
began experimenting with placing the lens 
in front of film that is much larger in size 
than normally used. 
Wang explained, "The circular image is 
what was projected on the five by seven 
film. I wasn't looking for a circle, but I liked 
it and decided to stay with it." 
photo by Speed Bouknight. 
Professor Sam Wang takes unusual pictures with a different perspective. 
A circular seascape photograph taken at 
Huntington Island was bought by the 
Metropolitan Art Museum Collection in 
New York City. 
"It's a picture of an old foundation on 
the beach. The curator of prints and 
photography of the Metropolitan Art 
Museum came to Clemson a year ago. He 
saw my photograph and wanted it," said 
Wang. 
Another of Wang's circular landscape 
photographs is displayed on the front cover 
ofa photography textbook, "Photography," 
written by Phil Davis. 
"It is another shot on Huntington Island 
of driftwood. The book is used by over 500 
CARING IS WHAT WE DO BEST AT 
BMCC 
* 37 & H 
RN'S AND LPN'S 
NEW GRADUATES 
AT BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER WE OFFER PRIMARY AND 
MODULAR NURSING, AN EXTENSIVE ORIENTATION PROGRAM 
AND A FULL RANGE OF EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS ALONG 
WITH EXCELLENT SALARIES. BENEFITS PACKAGE INCLUDES 
TUITION ASSISTANCE, CHILD CARE REIMBURSEMENT AND PRO- 
RATED BENEFITS FOR PART-TIME EMPLOYEES. 
STUDENT NURSES 
BMCC IS OFFERING A SPECIAL INTERNSHIP PROGRAM FOR 
NEW GRADUATES. IT INCLUDES PRECEPTORS, STATE BOARD 
REVIEW, CLINICAL ROTATION WITH FULL BENEFITS AND 
SALARY 
JOIN OUR TEAM AND SHARE OUR COMMITMENT 
BAPTIST MEDICAL CENTER 
AT COLUMBIA 
TAYLORS AT MARION 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29220 
EEO 
universities in the United States. 
"I don't take pictures of beautiful things, 
but of things people wouldn't notice . . . 
like a pile of dirt. But the way I photograph 
them, they become heroic, monumental, very 
intimate,"said Wang. 
The Hong Kong reared Wang, who grew 
up during World War II, knows how it is to 
deal with hardships. This is one of the 
reasons that he does not use expensive 
cameras; he knows how to get the special 
effects from cheaper equipment. 
"My feeling is that people are too in- 
fluenced by Cheryl Tiegs on T\V. but 
anyone with enough brains to go to college 
has brains to photograph without relying 
on fancy gadgets. 
"People don't suffer from lack of equip- 
ment needs, but mental blocks. It's com- 
parable to writing. A fancy pen won't help 
the quality of writing. It's knowledge and 
the vision that is behind it," explained 
Wang. 
Wang suggests that a camera made in the 
1950s is a good camera to get for those who 
are interested in photography, but cannot 
afford the high cost. 
"It doesn't have to be automatic to give 
beautiful results. The cameras that came 
out of the 50s are not expensive. The Argus 
C-3, a 35mm, would cost around $25. 
Duane Michales, a famous photographer, 
did a lot of his early work with an Argus 
C-3. He photographed workers in Russia." 
About 10 years ago, Wang built this first 
pinhole camera. 
"A pinhole camera is the simplest 
camera. It uses an extremely small hole, not 
a lens." 
Pinhole cameras can be made with card- 
board boxes or tubes, like a shoe box or 
oatmeal box. With a pinhole camera, you 
can curve the film to create distortions. 
"It takes a long exposure to develop the 
film, but put the camera on a tripod and 
wait. Some things move and blur; others 
don't. It gives [the film] another 
dimension," explained Wang. 
However, Wang emphasizes why one 
takes a picture, instead on how one takes a 
photograph in his classes. He teaches 
CAVA 213, 313 and 413. 
"In the next 10 years, I hope to be able to 
improve as a photographer, to become a 
better teacher, and to have my students do 
better work, but I'm not set on getting 
famous. However, if I do, I'll accept it. But 
right now, I am perfectly satisfied with the 
name that I have," Wang said. 
UNLIMITED MILEAGE GREYHOUND BUS PASS 
7 DAYS — *186.55 (GOOD ANYWHERE) 
15 DAYS - *239.85 IN CONTINENT 
30 DAYS - *346.45 OF USA') 
SMALL WORLD TRAVEL 654-6125 
*# 
WHY PAY MORE? 
^ CLEMSON 
VACATION SALE 
SO YOU CAN TAKE THE PAW WITH YOU 
WHEREVER YOU GO- 
LICENSE TAG-Metal 3-color, REG. s2 - 96c 
TABLECLOTH-For Picnic or Beach, REG. s10-s7.95 
(2 for s15) 
BLANKET-Nat'l Champ, REG. $14.95 - s10.00 
BEACH TOWEL-"Cuddle with a Tiger," 
REG. $7.95 - s6.00 
HAND TOWELS-Nat'l Champ, REG. s2.95 - s2.00 
GYM SHORTS-Orange and White, REG. s4.95 - 
2 for $5.00 
ALSO SAVE ON 
ORANGE ENAMEL JEWELRY: TIE TACKS, LAPEL PINS, 
EARRINGS, NECKLACES, CHARMS. ALSO MEN'S 
MUSICAL TIGER RAG WATCH, MUSICAL TIGER RAG 
PEN, TIGER RAG KEY RING, SUN VISORS, HATS, 
T-SHIRTS, BASEBALL SHIRTS, FRISBEES, JACKETS, 
SOCKS, SHORTS, HANDKERCHIEFS, TOTEBAGS, 
BUMPER STICKERS, DECALS, COOLERS, CUPS, GLASS- 
WARE AND MUCH MORE. 
JEWELRY WAREHOUSE 
400 Mill Centre  •' 400 Mill Ave. 
Box 722, W. Columbia, 29169 
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SPORTS 
photo by Rob Biggerstaff 
Sophomore quarterback Mike Eppley, 14, prepares to take the snap from center Cary 
Massaro, 52, in a recent practice session. Spring practice ends Saturday with the 
Orange-White scrimmage. 
1982 football schedule 
Date Opponent Site Time 
Sept   6 Georgia 
(Monday Night) 
Athens, Ga. 9:00 p.m. 
Sept 18 Boston College Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
(IPTAY DAY) 
_ 
Sept 25 Western Carolina Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
Oct   2 Kentucky 
(Homecoming) 
Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
Oct   9 Virginia Charlottesville, Va. 1:30 p.m. 
Oct 16 Duke 
(Parent's Day) 
Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
Oct 23 NC State Raleigh, NC 1:00 p.m. 
Nov   6 North Carolina Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
(Hall of Fame) - 
Nov 13 Maryland College Park, Md. 1:30 p.m. 
Nov 20 South Carolina Clemson 1:00 p.m. 
Nov 27 Wake Forest 
(Mirage Bowl) 
Tokyo, Japan 11:00 p.m. 
Orange-White game 
set for Saturday 
by Jim Gilstrap 
sports editor 
"Overall it's been a good spring 
practice," said coach Danny Ford Tuesday 
afternoon. "We've definitely had more 
good days than bad days, but we won't 
know how successful we've been until we 
line up and play somebody." 
Spring practice comes to a close this 
Saturday at noon in Death Valley when the 
national champion Tigers line up on oppos- 
ing sides and do battle in the annual 
Orange-White game. The scrimmage is de- 
signed to give Tiger fans a sneak preview of 
the 1982 squad. 
"We want to have a good scrimmage for 
our sake and for the fans," Ford said. "We 
have some injuries, but we'll play a lot of 
people." 
Even though All-Americans Jeff Bryant, 
Jeff Davis, Lee Nanney and Perry Tuttle 
will no longer roam in the Valley, several 
talented performers return on both the of- 
fense and the defense. 
Offense ^ 
According to Ford, the Tigers have worked 
hard on offense during the past three 
weeks, and many players are beginning to 
develop, especially the offensive linemen 
and the tight ends. 
"Our offensive linemen and tight ends 
are working well ..and improving every 
day," Ford said. "Right now our offensive 
line is inexperienced. We have good athletes 
there, but they need game experience." 
Six starters return from last year's offen- 
sive unit, but only one of those, James 
Farr, is a lineman. Farr, a 6-foot-4, 225-lb. 
guard, started every game last year and 
should be the stronghold up front. Senior 
Brian Butcher, formerly a tight end, is a 
likely starter at the other guard position.   r 
Cary Massaro, a 6-foot-5, 231-lb. junior, 
appears to have the inside track to the 
center spot. Sophomores Dale Swing and 
Scott Williams add depth at that position. 
Senior Bob Mayberry started two games 
at guard last year but is a strong contender 
for a starting tackle spot this season. Join- 
ing Mayberry at tackle should be Alex 
Hudson. Hudson, a 6-foot-5, 265-lb. 
junior, was red-shirted last season. Joe 
Ellis, a junior, and Gary Brown, presently 
not in school, should both add extra depth 
at tackle. 
The Tigers also appear to have.plenty of 
depth at tight end. Bubba Diggs, last year's 
starter, isn't in spring practice, but 
sophomore K. D. Dunn and senior Jim 
Wurst seem to be performing well. Sopho- 
more Jeff Wells missed last season due to 
an illness but should return to the team in 
the fall. 
"Since I have been here, tight ends have 
not caught more than 15 passes in a 
season," Ford said. "We have good people 
there and will use them more often." 
The wide receiver positions should be filled 
by Frank Magwood and Jeff Stockstill. 
Ford is counting on both players to provide 
senior leadership in this area. Junior 
Kendall Alley should also contribute at 
wide-out. 
The backfield appears to be the strong 
point of the offense. Homer Jordan returns 
for his final year at quarterback, but he will 
not be alone. According to Ford, sopho- 
mores Mike Eppley and Anthony Parete are 
providing strong back-up to Jordan. 
Cliff Austin and Chuck McSwain, not in 
spring practice, are the Tigers' one-two 
punch at tailback, while Jeff McCall and 
Kevin Mack return to assume the fullback 
duties. 
"Obviously we should be better than ever 
when it comes to the backfield," said Ford. 
"We have a great leader at quarterback, 
two quality tailbacks and two excellent 
fullbacks. Braxton Williams and Wilbur^ 
Bullard return from red-shirt years and will 
help out as running backs." 
Defense 
While the offense appears to be strong, 
the defense looks to be even stronger. 
Seven starters return from last year's 
defensive unit which allowed only 8.8 
points per game. Ford expresses great confi- 
dence in the defense, especially in the in- 
terior lineman. 
"Our defensive line should be pretty 
strong once again," Ford said. "It will be 
led by the middle guard tandem of William 
Perry and William Devane; they must be 
the best middle guard team in America." 
At tackle, Dan Benish, a 6-foot-6, 242-lb. 
senior, returns along with his back-up, 
junior Ray Brown. James Robinson, in- 
jured last year, and junior Jim Scott should 
split time at the other tackle spot. 
The Tigers should be strong at defensive 
end. Senior Andy Headen returns to the 
"bandit" spot at right end, while Joe Glenn 
moves in at left end. Mark Richardson and 
Edgar Pickett will provide extra depth at 
end. 
The linebacking corps consists of seniors 
Danny Triplett and Johnny Rembert. 
"Danny Triplett is getting better and bet- 
ter at linebacker for us, and he will have to 
provide a leadership role this year," Ford 
said. "Johnny Rembert will probably take 
Davis' spot, and he is a very good player. I 
wish we had him for more than just one 
season." 
Even though several players return to the 
secondary, Ford feels that the cornerback 
position is inexperienced. 
"We are probably weakest in the defen- 
sive backfield on the corners," Ford said. 
"You have to be solid at the corners 
because you can get beat there faster than 
any place on the field." 
Rod McSwain, not in spring practice, 
should get the starting nod at one corner, 
while junior Vandell Arrington is a possible 
starter at the other corner. 
The Tigers' strongest point on the de- 
fense appears to be the safety spot. All- 
American Terry Kinard returns for his final 
season with junior Billy Davis as his back-up. 
"Terry Kinard might be the finest defen- 
sive player in the country," Ford said. "He 
will be our leader on defense, and he will 
have to play like a two-time All- 
American." 
Tim Childers and Jeff Suttle return at the 
strong safety spot where both should see an 
equal amount of playing time. 
The kicking game is perhaps one of the 
finest in the nation. Sophomores Dale 
Hatcher and Donald Igwebuike will handle 
the punting and place kicking, and Bob 
Paulling returns to boot extra points. 
Richard Hendley should help out as back-up 
punter. 
Saturday's game 
Although Ford is hoping for a good team 
performance on Saturday, he said that 
mistakes will be made. 
"We do want to play good, but things 
don't always turn out the way you plan 
them, especially in spring football games," 
Ford said. "We plan to look at a bunch of 
players, so mistakes will be made." 
Besides attracting the usual local atten- 
tion, this year's game should generate na- 
tional interest as well. The contest will be 
televised* nationally by ESPN and later 
replayed five times on the network in May. 
! 
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Tigers split with Gamecocks, lose again to Bulldogs 
by Doug Campbell 
staff writer 
Coach Bill Wilhelm's Tiger baseball team 
has fallen on hard times as of late. The 
Tigers, somehow clinging to a fifth-place 
national ranking, have dropped eight of 
their last 12 contests, including one of two 
to rival South Carolina and one to Georgia 
this week. 
According to Wilhelm, hitting has been 
the biggest problem for the Tigers. In this 
week's games Clemson collected only 
seven, eight and seven hits, respec- 
tively—not nearly enough to satisfy 
Wilhelm or to win more than one of the 
three contests. 
Gamecocks, game one 
Behind the eight-hit pitching of Jimmy 
Key and some timely hitting, an oppor- 
tunistic Tiger squad prevailed 4-1 over the 
13th-ranked Gamecocks on Sunday. 
Key, 6-1, struck out five, walked two and 
allowed only two South Carolina base run- 
ners as far as second in going the distance. 
This was one of Key's strongest perfor- 
mances of the season and was his first com- 
plete game since suffering an ankle injury 
nearly three weeks ago. 
Clemson scored early when in the first in- 
ning third baseman Craig Roberson hit into 
a fielder's choice to score Brooks Shumake 
from third. Shumake had reached second 
on an error and had advanced to third when 
Key bounced a single off the pitching rub- 
ber into center field. 
The Tigers added two more runs in the 
third after Ricky Hester walked and went to 
third on a single by Shumake. Frank Russ 
then scored Hester on an infield single and 
sent Shumake to third. Then, as in the first 
inning, Roberson hit into a fielder's choice 
to bring Shumake home. 
Carolina scored its only run of the game 
on a two-out single by Keith Killian that 
drove home Harvey Heise who had opened 
the Gamecock seventh with a double. 
In the bottom of the seventh, Clemson 
closed out the scoring when Shumake's 
sacrifice fly brought home Hester after he 
had tripled. 
Gamecocks, game two 
In the second game of the Clem- 
son-Carolina series, the Gamecocks took a 
dramatic 5-4 win. The dramatics, though, 
were not as much involved with the action 
on the field as with the antics of the South 
Carolina head coach. 
After five innings of hard-nosed, well- 
played baseball, the two teams were 
deadlocked at two runs apiece, the Tiger 
t^y 
photo by Mark Bailey 
Jim McCollom, 15, dives back safely into first base in Clemson's 5-4 loss to South Carolina on Monday. The Tigers split two contests 
with the Gamecocks to make their season record 27-10. 
two coming on a fifth inning, two-run 
homerun by Jim McCollom. 
Then the June Raines show began. 
The Gamecock head coach twice had 
vigorous arguments with base umpire Ed 
Norris. The first argument stemmed from a 
close call at first; the second concerned a 
call on a Clemson double steal. 
The seventh inning saw more composure. 
The Gamecocks took the lead in the top of 
the inning when they picked up two runs. 
In the bottom of the inning, Clemson 
came back to tie the score at four. With 
Russ on third and pinch-hitter Derek Spears 
on first, Spears tried to steal second. The 
Carolina catcher's throw sailed into center- 
field, scoring Russ and sending Spears to 
third. Bryan Smith then singled to drive in 
Spears for what ended up as the Tigers' 
final run of the game. 
After the seventh inning intermission, the 
Raines show resumed. Chris Boyle led off 
the Gamecock eighth with an infield single. 
Catcher Neil Fox then lined a shot over first 
base that home plate umpire Jack Baswell 
ruled foul. An already mad Raines flew out 
of the dugout, threw a bat, kicked dirt on 
the plate and at the umpire, screaming the 
whole time. 
When Raines had finished, Wilhelm 
started, upset that Raines had not been 
ejected. 
Finally the game resumed. Fox singled 
Boyle to second. They pulled off a double 
steal. John Sullivan then singled to score 
Boyle, but Fox was tagged out at the 
plate—a little too roughly, according to 
Raines. Again he raved. Boyle's run proved 
to be the game-winner. 
0 
Georgia comeback 
The Bulldogs of Georgia completed a 
three-game sweep of the season series with 
Clemson by winning 8-5 on Tuesday. The 
Dogs scored four runs in the top of the 
eighth inning to secure the victory. 
After two were out in the Georgia eighth, 
a walk, single and another walk loaded the 
bases. Lynn Martin then came in to relieve 
Lee Wiles and surrendered a run-producing 
walk, a two-run single and another run- 
scoring single to give Georgia its winning 
margin. 
The loss to Georgia dropped the Tigers' 
record to 27-11 for the season, while 
Georgia improved its record to give Georgia 
its winning margin. 
The Tigers' next action will be on Thurs- 
day and Friday when they host the 
Maryland Terps in important Atlantic 
Coast Conference action. They will then 
host the Cavaliers of Virginia on Saturday 
and Sunday. 
Fencing and field hockey to become club sports 
by Mary Shveima 
staff writer 
The men's fencing team and the women's 
field hockey team have both been dropped 
to club level according to Walter T. .Cox, 
vice president of student affairs. The 
athletes of both teams will retain their 
scholarships for one year before they are 
terminated. 
The fencing team was dropped to club 
level and the scholarships taken away 
because of the need to cut athletic scholar- 
ships as a result of an NCAA decision, 
made in January, 1981, to drop the max- 
imum number of minor sport equivalencies 
allowed per school from 80 to 70. Field 
hockey was dropped to club level because 
of expense. 
Cox explained the decision. "Because of 
economics and scheduling, we have had to 
cut back. We will phase out these two 
sports as intercollegiate but allow them to 
become club teams. 
"To be fair and to give additional plan- 
ning time to the athletes, financial aid will 
be continued on the same level as it is cur- 
rently for one more year. This will give 
them the opportunity to transfer to another 
school to play their sport or to apply for 
financial aid so that they can stay at 
Clemson," said Cox. 
When asked how the teams would be 
financed when dropped to club level, Cox 
said, "We will have to find a way since 
money will be short. The whole university is 
faced with cutbacks. However, it is less ex- 
pensive on the club level. It is not an easy 
picture but we will work to find money to 
help them." 
About financing the teams as club sports, 
Kirby Player, student body president, said, 
"Once a team has been dropped to club 
level it must be first recognized as a funded 
or nonfunded club. Then it has to attend 
budget hearings like everyone else. Cox in- 
dicated that the athletic department would 
help out in this situation." 
There was a mixed reaction among the 
coaches and members of both teams after 
hearing the decision. 
Joanne Baines, former head coach of the 
women's field hockey team, said, "I was 
mainly   concerned   about   trie   athletes' 
scholarships for next year. If they did not 
have them, they could not go to school and 
it was too late to transfer. It's sad and I feel 
bad for the players. They may still pursue 
field hockey at another school but for the 
juniors and seniors it is the end." 
Charles Poteat, head coach of the fenc- 
ing team, said, "The decision was as fair as 
it could possibly be. They had no obligation 
to continue the scholarships but I'm pleased 
that they did since it gives the people an op- 
portunity to continue at Clemson." 
All-American field hockey player, Junior 
Barbie Johnson, said that the decision was 
fair as far as scholarships are concerned and 
keeping the team instead of dropping it en- 
tirely. It will give her a chance to finish her 
education and to try out for the Olympic 
hockey team. 
Co-captain of the field hockey team, 
senior Carol Luce, said, "I am relieved to 
hear about the decision. It will give the 
underclassmen time to decide what to do. 
However, it was a great disappointment to 
be dropped to club level after building up 
the program." The field hockey team was 
0-8 its first year and improved to a 10th- 
place national ranking this year. 
"I think the school had a moral obliga- 
tion to us since they recruited us to play 
field hockey. Re-issuing the scholarships is 
the only justified action they could have 
taken," said Clarke Jones, a freshman 
player. 
Senior Jay Thomas, a member of the 
fencing team, said, "I'm glad about the 
athletes being able to keep their scholar- 
ships. However, I feel sorry for the athletes 
since they will not be able to participate as 
much [due to expense] and this will be 
detrimental to the athlete's physical condi- 
tion and his efforts to transfer." 
Freshman Debbie Wasserman, a 
women's fencing team member who is also 
affected by the decision, feels that they are 
doing the right thing as far as scholarships 
are concerned. 
Senior Mark Wasserman, also a member 
of the' fencing team, said, "I'm happy 
about the scholarships. The rest of the 
situation could have been handled better. I 
don't agree but it is their decision." 
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Sports digest 
Men's swimmers earn All-America honors 
Coach Bob Boettner's men's swim team 
splashed to an overall 23rd place finish in 
the USS Nationals held in Gainesville, Fla., 
last weekend. The meet consisted of 158 
teams and 860 individual participants from 
the United States as well as the world. 
Five Tigers earned All-America honors. 
Neil Brophy became a three-time Ail- 
American with an 11th place finish in the 
1650 meters, a ninth place finish in the 
800-meter free relay and a 16th place finish 
in the 400-meter free relay. 
Two other Tiger swimmers became two- 
time All-Americans. Keith Emery swam to 
a ninth place finish in the 800 meters and a 
16th place finish in the 400 meters, while 
Mark Bertz also placed in these events. 
Chip McElhattan and Coy Cobb earned 
All-America honors with high finishes in 
the 800- and 400-meter free relays, respec- 
tively. 
Boettner viewed the meet as an outstand- 
ing performance. "We scored higher than 
any other ACC team in the meet," said 
Boettner. "This is the fastest we've raced 
all year. I'm surprised, but well pleased." 
Trackers compete 
The track team traveled to Knoxville, 
Tenn., last week and participated in the 
Doewood Relays. 
The men's 4 x 800 meter relay team, con- 
sisting of Wybo Lelieveld, David Kirk, 
Cornell Messam and Nick Morgan, set a 
new school record with a time of 7:33.29. 
The women's team was also represented 
at the meet. Four members raced to per- 
sonal best times, while two members 
qualified for the NCAA meet in June. 
The following women achieved personal 
bests: In the 1500 meters, Kerry Robinson 
recorded a time of 4:23.2. In the 3000 
meters, Stephanie Weikert had a time of 
9:24.50; Laurie Montgomery raced to a 
time of 9:53.40; and Kim Walker finished 
with a time of 10:12.90. 
Students win 
Two Clemson students were victorious in 
the first annual "Spring Fever Run" held 
last Saturday. Joe Banks raced to a first 
place finish in the men's 5km run and 
Jennifer Briscoe ran to victory in the 
women's 10km race. 
Phi Delta Theta fraternity sponsored the 
roadrace to raise money for the local charity, 
"Habitats for Humanity." Over 160 
registered runners competed in the event, 
and approximately $500 was raised. 
Sailing club places 
The sailing club took second place in the 
South Atlantic Intercollegiate Sailing 
Association Spring Championships held 
last weekend on Lake Hartwell. The Tigers 
totaled 48 points, just nine points shy of 
first-place Old Dominion's score of 38. 
The team ends its season this weekend in 
a team racing regatta to be held in Norfolk, 
Va., at Old Dominion. According to team 
captain Mark Weining, the Tigers are look- 
ing forward to another shot at ODU. 
COLLEGE ENGINEERS 
Earn while you learn (About $900.00 monthly) 
The United States Air Force has recently announced a program that 
can pay you up to $900.00 per month during your senior year. 
Financial aid is available to students in 13 specific engineering 
fields. 
You may join the program up to 12 months before your graduation. 
Then you will attend Officer Training School and serve your country 
as an Air Force Officer. Its one of the most dynamic and chal- 
lenging engineering careers you can imagine. 
Find out if you qualify for the Air Force and for a salary while 
you're still in school. 
SSgt. Ben Hayden 
USAF Recruiting Office 
600 Columbia Ave. 
Lexington, SC 29072 
Phone: 359-0655 
AIR FORCE 
INVENTORY REDUCTION 
SALE 
STARTS FRIDAY, APRIL 2 
EVERY ITEM IN STOCK 
30% OFF 
ALL SHOES 
TENNIS & RACQUET- 
BALL RACKETS 
DONNAY 
HEAD 
BANCROFT 
YAMAHA 
EKTELON 
MISC. 
SOFTBALL CLOVES 
FRISBEES 
SHIN GUARDS 
SOFTBALL CAPS 
RACQUETBALL CLOVES 
AND ACCESSORIES 
SHOESTRINGS 
EYEGLASS HOLDERS 
STOP WATCHES 
PEDOMETERS 
CLASSES 
BAGS 
BALLS 
BASKETBALLS 
SOCCER BALLS 
PLAYGROUND BALLS 
TENNIS BALLS 
CLOTHING 
COACHING SHORTS 
SOFTBALL JERSEYS 
RUNNING SHORTS 
TENNIS SHORTS 
ALL-PURPOSE SHORTS 
SPORT SHIRTS 
SWEATS 
NYLON JACKETS 
SWEATERS 
BATHING SUITS 
T-SHIRTS (WE PRINT 
ANYTHING) 
FEW NURSING OPPORTUNITIES OFFER AS MANY ADVANTAGES 
AS THE ARMY NURSE CORPS 
In the Army Nurse Corps you will experience 
greater responsibility for patient care while being af- 
forded the opportunity to continue your health educa- 
tion with nurse practitioner courses, clinical specialty 
courses and graduate degree programs. 
As a member of the largest nealtn care delivery 
system in the world you won't be tied to just one 
hospital. Your moving and travel costs are paid when 
you enter the Corps and when you are transferred. And 
you won't lose seniority in the move. 
Like all service positions, you'll enjoy numerous 
extra benefits, such as housing or a housing 
allowance, free medical and dental care, liberal vaca- 
tions with pay, generous retirement, recreational 
facilities, clothing 
allowances, a specific pro- 
motion structure with 
automatic pay raises and, 
of course, job security. 
The Army nursing op- 
portunity offers a package 
that challenges you to be 
all you can be as a nurse. 
ARMY. 
BE ALL YOU CAN BE. 
FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
ARMY NURSE CORPS, CALL: 
SFC CURTIS JUSTUS 
404-793-6458 
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Netters set for ACC 
7 
I 
by Cindy Fox 
staff writer 
"I feel good about the Atlantic Coast 
Conference Tournament this weekend, 
especially after the win over South 
Carolina," said tennis coach Chuck Kriese 
Wednesday evening. "Our team is psyched 
up and ready to play solid tennis." 
The sixth-ranked men's tennis team 
travels to Durham, N.C.; this weekend to 
take part in the ACC Tournament. Accord- 
ing to Kriese, the league-leading Duke Blue 
Devils will be the tourney favorites. Duke 
defeated the Tigers 6-3 earlier this month 
and currently owns a 29-3 season record. 
Last year, Clemson hosted and won the 
conference tournament. The Tigers scored 
60 team points and had three individual 
singles champions. Jean Desdunes won at 
number-three singles, and Rick Rudeen 
won at number-five singles. Peter Pristach, 
a former Tiger, won at number-six singles. 
The Tigers warmed up for the tourna- 
ment by defeating three opponents during 
the past week. 
South Carolina 
Clemson defeated arch-rival South 
Carolina, 7-2, on Tuesday, upping its final 
regular season record to 23-9. The Tigers 
took victories in four of the six singles 
matches and went on to win all three 
doubles matches. 
"Even though this wasn't a regional 
match, it was still important because USC is 
a big rival," said Kriese. "We also needed a 
win to prepare us for the ACC's this 
week." 
Harvard 
The Tiger netters took a hard-fought 6-3 
victory over Harvard at the Hoke Sloan 
Tennis Center last Saturday. The match 
marked Clemson's second win of the season 
over the defending Ivy League champions. 
Clemson trailed at one point in five of the 
six singles matches but battled back to take 
a 4-2 lead after the singles competition. 
Number-one seed Mark Dickson was the 
only Tiger netter to win relatively easily in 
singles play. He topped Harvard's Howard 
Sands, 6-0, 6-2. 
Clemson then took wins in two of the 
doubles matches to' secure its 22nd victory 
of the year. 
"I was pleased with our guys' efforts," 
said Kriese. "It was the first time that we've 
come from so far behind and won. We 
hadn't done that all season." 
Furntan 
The Tigers completely dominated Furman 
last Thursday, blanking the Paladins by a 
9-0 score. 
In that dual match, Desdunes became only 
the third netter in Clemson history to win 
over 100 career singles matches. Desdunes 
defeated Furman's Kenny Hirsch, 6-3, 6-4, 
to put his name in the record books.. 
Kriese was happy with his team's effort. 
"The team showed extreme mental tough- 
ness because the wind was really gusting," 
he said. "It was the most frustrating match 
of the season as far as weather conditions 
go, but our performance was great." 
Recently, Tiger netters Dickson _ and 
Desdunes received nominations for the 
Rafal Osuna Award. The sportsmanship 
award is given to the top eight players in the 
country. 
"I'm really proud of Mark and Jean," 
said Kriese. "'It's great having two Clemson 
players nominated for such an award." 
See America For Yourself 
America Magazine 
Is Free From: 
CLEMSON 
ALUMNI 
ASSOCIATION 
COMING ON 
APRIL 22 
I 
L. 
N\C^ 
Family Haircutters 
 WITH THIS COUPON — 
PRECISION HAIRCUT 
(SHAMPOO AND STYLE) 
REGULAR PRICE $11-$16 
-YVW)^- * NOW ONLY 
$8.95 EXPIRES 4-22-82 
WE WANT TO PROVE TO YOU THAT WE'RE THE 
GREATEST THING THAT EVER HAPPENED TO YOUR HAIR 
^^^Pass ^REDKEN 654-1902 
SCOREBOARD 
April 8 through April 14 
Baseball 
Clemson,   4; South Carolina, 1 
Clemson,   4; South Carolina, 5 
Clemson,   5; Georgia, 8 
Men's Tennis 
Clemson,   9; Furman, 0 
Clemson,   6; Harvard, 3 
Clemson,    7; South Carolina, 2 
Lacrosse Club 
Clemson,   7; Atlanta, 11 
Clemson,   9; Georgia Tech, 24 
Sailing Club 
South Atlantic Spring Championships: Old 
Dominion,  39;  Clemson, 48;  College of 
Golf Charleston, 55; Citadel, 59; NC State, 84; 
North   Carolina   Invitational: Clemson South Carolina, 92; Davidson, 93; North 
B-team eighth in a field of 12 teams Carolina, 106 
Golfers hoping to stroke to title 
by Pam Sheppard 
staff writer 
%The golf team played at Chapel Hill, 
N!C, last weekend and finished ninth in a 
field of 12 teams. The B-team golfers 
represented Clemson, while the A-team 
stayed at home to practice for the upcoming 
Atlantic Coast Conference Tournament. 
The B-team posted a three-day total of 
902 at North Carolina, but coach Bobby 
Robinson was not disappointed with the 
outcome. "We were playing against varsity 
teams from all the schools except North 
Carolina," he said, "and it didn't affect 
our present rank of ninth in the Southeast 
region. 
Jim Macfie shot a 220, the Tigers' best 
score, and filled the last spot on the five- 
man team that will participate in the con- 
ference tourney on April 16 through 18 at 
Rocky Mount, N.C. 
Going into the ACC Tournament, Dillard 
Pruitt is the Tigers' top golfer. Playing the 
second and third positions will be Julian 
Taylor and Norman Chapman, respec- 
tively. Tony Nimmer, an all-conference 
golfer last year, holds down the fourth posi- 
tion this year. 
The top four teams participating in the 
tournament are Clemson, UNC, Wake 
Forest and NC State. With three freshmen 
in the starting rotation, Robinson feels that 
the Tigers have the youngest and most inex- 
perienced team of the four. Wake Forest, 
which has won 18 of the past 20 ACC titles, 
and UNC have junior- and senior- 
dominated teams. 
Robinson thinks that NC State, who is 
presently ranked in the top 10 nationally, is 
the team to beat. Robinson said, "If you go 
by the season performance of each team, 
State should win it, but any of the top four 
could come up with the win." 
In recent years, the Tiger golfers have 
placed anywhere from second to fourth in 
the tournament, but Robinson is optimistic 
about the chances of this year's team. 
"It's simple, if we play well, we'll do well 
in the end; if we don't, we won't," he said. 
I WANT YOU 
TO FLY 
WITH THE 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
AERO CLUB 
THIS SUMMER 
SOLO AN AIRPLANE FOR $360 
INCLUDES: 
10 HOURS FLIGHT & INSTRUCTION 
GROUND SCHOOL KIT 
OWNER'S MANUAL 
CALL: 
KRISTY STONE - 646-7331 
ANDY APPLEGATE - 656-7321 
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Trailing the tiger 
Best year ever 
by Jim Gilstrap 
sports editor 
The 1981-82 year in sports is one that 
Clemson students, athletes and supporters 
will remember for a long time. 
It's hard to believe that a school located 
in the tiny town of Clemson, S.C., could 
boast such a tremendous overall athletic 
success, but facts are facts. It's happened at 
Clemson. 
Thus far, four Tiger teams are the proud 
owners of Atlantic Coast Conference cham- 
pionships, and 10 teams are veterans of 
post-season play. Clemson is also 
represented in various sports by 22 Ail- 
Americans. 
Tiger teams began their journeys on the 
road to athletic success early last fall. 
1981 
During the 1981 fall season, the soccer 
team and the men and women's cross country 
teams advanced to post-season play. 
The soccer team finished its season with 
an 18-2 record after losing in the second 
round of the NCAA playoffs to Alabama 
A&M. The Tiger booters, behind the 
superb play of AU-American striker Nnamdi 
Nwokocha, won the ACC championship 
and ended up ranked eighth nationally. 
The men and women's cross country 
teams both received post-season invita- 
tions. The ACC champion men's team, led 
by All-American Jim Haughey in the 10km 
race, finished ninth in the nation. 
Sophomore Kerry Robinson became 
Clemson's first All-American in women's 
cross country. Her time in the 5km run pro- 
pelled the women's team into the number- 
six spot in the nation. 
Three other teams also turned in fine per- 
formances in 1981. 
The field hockey team, led by All- 
American Barbie Johnson, finished the 
season with a 14-4 record. The Lady Tigers 
didn't make the playoffs but ended the year 
ranked 10th nationally. 
The Lady Tiger tennis team compiled an 
8-1 record and won its first-ever ACC 
championship. Number-one seed Jane For- 
man and number-two seed Jody Trucks 
were instrumental in the tourney win. 
The women's volleyball team wasn't 
ranked but just missed getting an at-large 
bid to the NCAA playoffs. The Lady Tigers 
ended their season with a 34-16 record. 
The 1981 season was a great one for 
Clemson athletic teams, but even greater 
goals were attained in 1982. 
1982 
Clemson Tigers, the 1981 national cham- 
pions—those words alone tell the story of 
the Tiger football team. The ACC cham- 
pion Tigers defeated Nebraska, 22-15, in 
the Orange Bowl on New Year's night to 
complete an unblemished 12-0 record and 
secure their first ever national champion- 
ship. 
Five footbalr players were named to All- 
America teams. Jeff Bryant, Jeff Davis, 
Terry Kinard, Lee Nanney and Perry Tuttle 
all received honors. 
Although the football program faces 
possible penalties for recruiting violations, 
the national championship is something 
that can never be taken away. Penalties or 
not, the Clemson Tigers are the 1981 na- 
tional champs. 
Both the men and women's basketball 
teams   competed   in   post-season   tour- 
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Quarterback Homer Jordan, 3, sets the offense in Clemson's 22-15 Orange Bowl win. 
naments. The men's team was defeated in 
the first round of the NIT tourney by 
Mississippi, 53-49. The Tigers finished the 
season at 14-14, but played well in spots. 
The women's team was knocked off by 
Penn State in the first round of the NCAA 
tournament, 96-75. The Lady Tigers en- 
joyed a somewhat successful year, however, 
and posted a 20-12 record. All-American 
Barbara Kennedy once again led- the way 
for the women cagers. 
The men's fencing team fared well in its 
post-season action, finishing second in the 
nation. All-American Jay Thomas was but 
one of the top performers for the Tigers. 
Both the men and women's swim teams 
placed high in post-season meets. Five 
men's swimmers earned All-America 
honors at the USS Nationals in Gainesville, 
Fla., this past weekend. The top finishes 
pushed the men into the 23rd spot nationally. 
The swimmers named All-American are 
Mark Bertz, Neil Brophy, Coy Cobb, Keith 
Emery and Chip McElhattan. 
Senior All-American diver Cappy Craig 
led the women's team to an 18th-place 
ranking at the NCAA meet held at 
Gainesville, in March. Craig posted high 
finishes in the one- and three-meter board 
competitions. 
Last but not least, Wybo Lelieveld earned 
All-America honors at the national indoor 
track meet held in March. The team didn't 
place in the meet, but Lelieveld raced to a 
fourth-place finish in the 1000 meters. 
Spring tournaments 
More honors are possibly in line for other 
Tiger teams and athletes. The golf, men's 
tennis and men's track ACC tournaments 
will be held this weekend. The conference 
baseball tourney will be held next weekend. 
Look for more top finishes by these 
teams to close out a near-perfect sports 
year. 
Considering the enrollment and location 
of Clemson University, the athletic pro- 
gram is certainly one of the best if not the 
best program in the United States. 
THURS., FRI. & SAT.-APRIL 15-17 
DAZZLIIsr ROCK N ROLL 
RIVERSTREET 
"PROFESSIONAL ROCK PRODUCTION" 
NO COVER-FRI. & SAT. 'TIL 7:30 
INVENTORY 
REDUCTION 
SALE 
30% OFF 
ALL MERCHANDISE 
405 C COLLEGE PLACE 
654-6061 
93 
COMING NEXT WEEK 
BACK BY POPULAR DEMAND 
BRAZEN 
A ROCKIN' GOOD TIME! 
NO COVER -THURS. W/CU-ID 
WEEKEND 'TIL 7:30 
4    DOWN 
TOWN 
MON -HAPPY HOUR TIL 9:00 
TUES -BUSCH NIGHT-50* 
DANCE TIL YOU FAINT WITH 
THE WIZARD 
